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Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring these to the immediate attention of His Excellency Jeroen Rene Victor Anton
Dijsselbloem, Chairman of EIB / 'European Investment Bank' and EIB Governor for the
Netherlands.
Ref:
http://www.jpost.com/Breaking-News/Greece-has-closed-door-on-further-talks-Eurogroups-Dijssebl
oem-says-407307
XXX Begin fax to EIB [27 June 2015] XXX
His Excellency Jeroen Rene Victor Anton Dijsselbloem
cc: His Majesty King Willem-Alexander

Claus George Ferdinand

cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
cc: His Excellency George H W Bush / Patriarch of the CIA
cc: His Excellency Shimon Peres / Patriarch of 'Israel'
cc: Her Excellency Christine Lagarde, Director IMF
cc: Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany
cc: IMF/Bank of England / SNB / BIS / etc.
Your Excellency,
Life has been particularly difficult for the Dutch since they re-introduced Caesar, the Dutch Republic
and the then Bank of Amsterdam.
De-facto Sovereignty passed to England at the time of the Glorious Revolution when Prince William
of Orange became King of England.

The difficulty for the Dutch to comprehend the meaning of Sovereignty resulted in the horrific Boer
War and ultimately in the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima by the man known as 'The Dutch'.
We suggest that the Dutch work closely with the English and not allow any legal idiots to use them
to initiate genocide "climate change" and/or thereby participate in a fresh attempt to steal the gold in
the Philippines.
Subsequent to the attached fax, Governor of the Bank of England made headlines, "Mark Carney:
Bankers still do not know how to behave". [
http://www.telegraph.co.uklfi
nance/bank-of-england/1170
1957 /Mark-Carney-Bankers-still-do-not-kn
ow-how-to-behave.html]
We suggest that Your Excellency investigate how much of the 'money' the Dutch have access to
comes via the money laundering centre in Qatar and how the recently repatriated gold is of no
practical consequence in its current form. A pile of yellow shit may be more useful to grow tulips for
export.
We reiterate the warning of Her Excellency Christine Lagarde, Director IMF, in modern English:
"Grow the fuck up!"
We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
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XXX Begin fax to 'FRANCE' [25 June 2015] XXX
President Francois Hollande
Republic of FRANCE
via Palace, Senate, PM, National Assembly, DGSE, Nuncio
cc: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II], Queen of France
cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
cc: Rt. Hon. David Cameron, First Lord of the Treasury
cc: His Excellency Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin, Duke of Russia in Her Majesty's Commonwealth of
Nations
cc: Lord Nathaniel Charles Jacob Baron Rothschild, 4th Baron Rothschild, Bt, OM, GBE, FBA
cc: His Excellency John Forbes Kerry
cc: Her Excellency Angela Merkel
cc: Her Excellency Christine Lagarde
cc: His Excellency George H W Bush
cc: His Majesty King Harald V of Norway
cc: His Excellency Shimon Peres
cc: India, China, Vietnam, Japan, Far East Latin America, Africa, Europe, Middle East etc.
cc: CIA, SIS/ISIS, Mossad, World Leaders, Priests, etc.
cc: His Majesty King Philippe Leopold Louis Marie of Belgium
26 June 2015 Early AM
Your Excellency,
We have read the news that 'FRANCE' objects to NSA spying, similar to how the Germans objected
a few months ago. [
http://www. telegraph. co. uklnews/worldnews/europe/france/1169
5419/France-will-not-tolerate-US-s
pying-warns-Hollande.htmlj.
Our previous fax to Your Excellency was copied to Le Monde, in France. The best they can do in

legal analysis is a warning that a 'Brexit' could be a 'Waterloo' for England. [
http://www.lemonde.fr/idees/article/20
15/06/18/britai n-beware-brexit-cou Id-be-your-waterloo_ 46570
95_3232.html].
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II] is on a State visit to Germany The headlines in Germany, for
example, 'Now we're Queensland!', reflect a warm welcome. [
http://www. telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/germany/116953361Now-were-Queensland-Ge
rman-newspapers-welcome-the-Queen-with-unusual-elation.html].
The French know, in their bones, the terrible cost of legal stupidity, so as a friend (Mithra) of all the
men, women and children of France, it is our duty to caution thee regarding the ignorance that thou
art displaying.
XXX Begin fax to HMQ [22 June 2015] XXX
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II]
cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
cc: His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI
cc: World leaders
May it please Your Majesty,
"The old order changeth, yielding place to new,
And God fulfils himself in many ways,
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.
If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer
Both for themselves and those who call them friend?
For so the whole round earth is every way
Bound by gold chains about the feet of God."
- Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1st Baron (1809-92), "Idylls of the King".
[ http://www.bartleby·com/246/392.html]
We see the sign of healing for the Royal Family ... The Duchess of York stands by her husband,
despite his peccadilloes, and has been seen in a curtsy to Your Majesty in Royal Blue. This bodes
well for families everywhere.
We see that Your Majesty plans a State visit to 'Germany', where "the British ambassador's lawn
has been specially cleared of daisies ahead of a royal garden party".
Perhaps, it can now be seen by the French and the Germans, that Your Majesty is the Queen of the
land known as 'France' and 'Germany'.
Perhaps the Italian Jurists can now see, that if they wish to rid Italy of "Blondie the Bear", they
would have to accept the same for their country. This does not in any way diminish the role of the
Bishops of Rome, for it is to them that this service must be rendered.
Your Majesty's Commonwealth of Nations can see that with or without a formal 'President' as Head
of State, that the Sovereign Power is in Your Majesty's hand. Other wanna-be-republics, for

example, those found in America, if they look deeply into God's Law and the Magna Charta, would
have have to admit the same.
Amongst the riddles the Lord High Admiral Prince Philip, Queen Consort, has spoken, the one
about the bollie of Scotch that appeared beside Your Majesty's bedside for eighty years is worth
study by Oxford Dons for the legal insights it provides into Law.
The dissolution of the Round Table is at hand. There is a Sovereign decision that must be made.
Your Majesty knows what it is.
We send our love to YHVH for Your Majesty'
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
XXX End fax to HMQ [22 June 2015] XXX

Perhaps it can now be seen that 'FRANCE' is just a 'Department' of 'England' and that the men,
women and children of the land known as France has Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of England
as their Queen.

25/06/2015

13:00 (Vatican Radio) "The true authority of the Church of Rome is the charity of
Christ."
http://en.radiovaticana .va/news/20 15/06/25/pope _true_authority _of_church_of_rome _is_the _Iove_of
_christ/1153979
We suggest Your Excellency inquire as to what His Holiness is talking about.

Potsdam Missile
We suggest that Your Excellency take legal cognisance of the "Potsdam Missile" and the false-flag
'encyclical' that was introduced by Cardinal TURKson.
"Potsdam Missile":
http://www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gi

cor/record/U S/faxes/Potsdam/Potsdam_

"Potsdam Missile burning Set";
http://www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gi

cor/record/U S/faxes/Laudato_ SilLaudato-Si-Set_ 17-June-20 15.pd

15-J une-20 15. pdf

f

The legal idiots in Holland led by "judge Hans Hofhuis" have promptly seized the opportunity to
initiate the planned genocide. [
http;llwww. telegraph. co. uk/news/worldnews/europe/netherlands/11695680/Netherlands-orderedGut-emissions-by-courts-after-900-civilians-sue-government.html]
'My fair lady' has warned us, that the karma of 'Caesar' who fucks the Dutch ripens.

to-

Mahakali Builds a Burger
Patrick Calvar, DGSI/ex-DGSE has been forwarded a copy of our email warning to the Bilderberg
Group. His Excellency Henri de Castries, Chairman and CEO, AXA Group, Chairman of the
Bilderberg group is informed as is His Excellency Robert B Zoellick, Chairman, Board of
International Advisers, Goldman Sachs.
A courtesy copy for Your Excellency is below:
---------------- ------------ Origi nal Message --- ------------------ ------Subject: Attn: Patrick Calvar, DGSI/ex-DGSE
From: fax@courtofrecord.org.uk
Date: Fri, June 12,201510:09 pm
To:
etat-major.dcri@interieur.gouv.fr
Cc:
gsp@gsp.va

Dear Patrick Calvar,
Protecting the men, women and children of France from being sold down the
river once again is our task here at the Court of Record.
It is time for the French, the Italians, the Germans, etc., to take the
road of righteous action, of meaningful contracts and/or treaties.
Kindly ensure that the attached documents and Amicus Guriae(s) linked
below are widely circulated in France.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
+++ Begin email to media @ bilderbergmeetings.org

+++

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring print and hand deliver these to the attention of *all*
attendees of the ongoing Bilderberg conference.
You are reminded that no one is 'too important' or 'unimportant' and all
of them, not excluding thyself, have unlimited personal substantial
liability.
Mars (The God of the Axe) conjunct Sun (RA) is watching.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

---------------- ------------ Origi nal Message --- ------------------ ------Subject: Attn: Henri de
Castries, Chairman and CEO, AXA Group
From: fax@courlofrecord.org.uk
Date: Fri, June 12,20153:50 pm
To:
carole limetdion@axacom
Cc:
gsp@gsp.va

Dear Carole,
We have just forwarded our Amicus Curiae to President Francois Hollande of
FRANCE via fax and to your email. Kindly print these and linked documents
for His Excellency Henri de Castries, Chairman and CEO, AXA Group.
The fax failed: 12J06J2015

17:27

FAX

+33140754660 Failure

"There is no money". Insurance today is as broken as FIFA. Two people can
agree on the value of a house that burned down and write that on a paper
and make a 'deposit'. What need is there for insurance? See attached
Amicus Curiae to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II regarding Chartered
Accountants and 'banking'.
There is no market in probabilities. There are no savants of markets left
in France. See Fredrick Bastiat regarding credit:
http://www.global-settlement.org/learning#Credi
Access to violence does not create markets or 'capitalism'. Equality has
arrived in France: the richest elitist is equally a legal infant as the
man arriving in a refugee boat.
It is our wish to serve the French by reminding them of their past and
showing them the correct meaning of the symbols discovered in Egypt.
We send our love to YHVH, known is Egypt as ISiS,for thee'
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
---Begin forward of text to His Excellency Robert B. Zoellick, Chairman,
Board of International Advisers, Goldman Sachs --Dear Sir or Madam,
We assist His Holiness Pope Francis and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
with the dissolution of the FEDERAL RESERVE and the accompanying lifeless,
'corporate' systems, including but not limited to UNITED STATES and
GOLDMAN SACHS.
We have attached our recent Amicus Curiae by fax to President Francois

Hollande of FRANCE and our Amicus Curiae to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
regarding Chartered Accountants, UCC Mirror Reflection and the Rule of
Law.
We are investigating Goldman Sachs as an enabler of 'terrorism' and
related Treasonous actions contrary to the express wishes of His Holiness
Pope Francis, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, We The People and this Court
of Record of YHVH, our Lord Jesus Christ.
These documents are published on the internet at www.courtofrecord.org.uk
http://www.courtofrecord.org.ukJgicor/record/US/US-HMQ-Treason/US-HMQ-Treason-QBD-stampe
d-20042015.pdf
http://www.courtofrecord.org.ukJgicor/record/US/US-HMQ-Treason-2/US-HMQ-Treason-2-live.pdf
http://www.courtofrecord.org.ukJgicor/record/US/US-QE2-Fax-Notes-2/US-QE2-Fax-Notes-2-v3.pdf
http://www. courtofrecord. orq. ukJgicor/record/U S/US-Golden-Fleece- Tribe/US-Golden-Fleece- Tri bevO.911.pdf
The Chairman. Board of Directors and shareholders of Goldman Sachs have
unlimited personal substantial liability for their actions or lack
thereof.
It is our wish that His Excellency Robert B. Zoellick, Chairman, Board of
International Advisers ensure that every attendee of the ongoing
Bilderberg conference receive copies of the above linked documents and the
attached fax.
There shall be follow up action to ensure compliance. Kindly contact His
Excellency John Brennan, Director CIA for any questions.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
-------End email to DGSI------------

The slippery slope of Greece
Her Excellency Christine Lagarde has called for "adults in the room" regarding Greece. [
http://www.theguardian.com/busi nessilive/20 15/jun/18/greek-crisis-eu rozone- f nance-ministers-mer
kel-live 1
We remind thee that the Lord High Admiral Prince Philip would have been 'King of Greece' had not
the animals of Europe fought like cats and dogs twice in the past hundred years.
'British' means one who keeps the covenant with God: John 10:30 I and my Father are one; One
who keeps His statutes and judgements, available in "stone and bone".

Castle Europe

Her Excellency Marine Le Penn has said, "'Egypt, for us, is the castle that will protect us" from
immigration to France ... .' [
http://www.channelnewsasia.com/newsJworld/french-far-right-leader-s/1884506.htmlj.
Shall this be
applied to France/Europe? Perhaps the 'French' do not wish to claim their 'foreign' assets or travel
to their pleasure palaces outside France.

Switzerland, the empty cannon at the top of 'Castle Europe'
'Bundesrat Burkhalter' and his fearsome few had been preparing for hordes of hungry French
'invading' Switzerland. "Swiss wargame casts an indebted France as the enemy" [
http://www.bbc.co.uklnews/24329818j.
We have shown that the Swiss are utterly unprepared for
war, that CERN is weaponised and not under Swiss control, that the Swiss National Bank (SNB)
and Swiss Franc are not 'Swiss'. We have shown that thundering 'fighter jets' or helicopters can be
popped like corn.

Switzerland is neither sovereign or neutral
Perhaps it can now be seen that Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is Queen of Switzerland, the
Sovereign who protects the 'Swiss Republic'.
We suggest that a 'British' Challenger Tank, nicknamed 'Exodus 32', be parked in front of our office
in Switzerland to remind all European animals of God's Law, Caesar's Law and the Magna Charta. [
Germany can 'See':
http://www. telegraph. co. ukfnews/worldnews/europe/germa ny/1164 5219/Bri tish- tank-crushes-Germ
an-teenage-Iearners-car. html j

Caesar's 'Chartered' Accountants
"Google just revealed it's paying its new CFO $70m - Google is giving Ruth Porat stock valued at
$65m, a S5m signing bonus and an initial salary of $650,000". Does the 'valuable' CFO know what
that means under 'U.C.C. Mirror Reflection'?

Gold is not an asset, nor is 'cash'
Sank account money, vaulted cash or gold that has not been 'forgiven' is not an asset - it is a
LIASI LITY. Legal idiot accountants continue to demonstrate ignorance of the Matter of Fad that
acceptance of a bank wire is acceptance of a 'Iiability' by the 'account holder'. [ See
courtofrecord.org.uk/QE2-2 & Mathew 6: 14 j

Cannibals and Priests of Set
We have shown in letters not yet published, that the Bishops of Rome are held captive by
cannibals, pedophiles and 'priests' who 'celebrate' human sacrifice.
Your Excellency can have the pleasure of telling the French Priests of Set, the Bishops in Black, "he
that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one."

The farce of a 'star chamber' trial of one sacrificial priest does not fool the LORD. Even France has
begun to comprehend the "environmental" impact of "Nutella", [
http://www.thelocal.itl20150616/french-told-to-stop-eating-nutella-to-save-planet
]. 'Sacrificing'
"Hazelnuts" is not the way to "save the environment" Double speak has to end and Italians get the
courage to accept Reality, the Good News of Jesus Christ
The Gospel of Jesus Christ came to Rome - the Roman ruins are a Testament to the Power of the
Gospel.

The Man making power of the Gospel of Jesus Christ
'Stiffnecked men', or "hardened fuckers" in modern English, have an enormous capacity to /inflict!
pain. Can they take it? Can they be righteous? Or are they softies who need Viagra and sun block?
[
http://www. telegraph. co. ukinews/health/11693460IViagra-may-raise-the-risk-of-skin-cancer-by-30-p
er-centhlml]

Gold-in-sacks not Goldman Sachs
Worship of gold leads to ruin. Europe/Dresden, Japan/Hiroshima/Fukushima and Paraguay are
examples. There are no prices set in gold. Idiots who have been lusting for gold shall be put to the
test by YHVH Himself, at an individual or national/tribe level.
Is the land known as 'France' a place where a kilo bar can be left in the public square and no one
will touch it? Where can a man or woman be found, who always take a 'cash' note found on a park
bench and donate it to poor feeding?

Weak minds
'Capitalism', 'Fascism', 'Socialism' and 'Communism' and 'Sex' are ideas to entrap weak minds.
See: www.courtofrecord.org.uklUSA
French (& Italian, Belgian, etc) 'proudly' display weak men who know nothing unless they can 'feel'
they are fucking it or are being fucked by it
http://i. telegraph.co.uklmultimedia/archive/03136/blobcamz_3136768b.jpg

'Brexit', 'Grexit', etc.
The real question is simple: Are the French, traitors to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth [II], Christian
Queen of France?
It would help to recall World War II and contemplate the legal significance of the dismissal of Prime
Minister Anthony Eden, successor-darling of Sir Winston Churchill.

An Ecclesiastic Sacrifice to determine the will of YHVH

Zuger Kantonalbank 'ZKB' followed by 'Raiffeisen Bank', etc., are to be shut down - 'sacrificed'.
Credit Suisse, UBS, Barclays, etc., are to be 'frozen' and their sins tied to 'HSBC' ... which already
longs to run into the wilderness. Swiss Francs shall cease to be 'legal tender'. 'Legal Tender' shall
be issued under the Global Standard from 'forgiven' gold [
http://www.global-settlement.org/structure#std
]. There 'shall' be no more 'banking' or fraud.
In a world of rational men, no one needs to die. 'Chartered' Accountants shall have to decide whose
side they are on. Let them examine Exodus 32.
There is no place in our lovely Earth to hide. 'Hong Kong' is not King Kong.

The end of Taxation
The legal significance, set by the Holy See, of the Boston Tea Party, is that it is unlawful to pay
taxes to Caesar. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service shall be shut down by the Allies for the Rule of
God's Law, anything to the contrary notwithstanding. [ Clues to look for Allies:
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/20
15-06-03/rothschi Id-pays-11-5-mi IIion-for-hel ping-ameri
cans-evade-taxes
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/economics/11697782/Greece-debt-crisis-EU-Summit-live.html
"Putin wants Brexit" ]
Remember the 1870 Roman Question? Why was the then Pope so confident that "thou shalt not
enter Rome"?

The end of financial war
The legal significance of the South Sea Bubble is that you cannot "steal-back" gold via financial
war.
The current bubble shall pop. There is no recourse to gold won by war to pay the liabilities of legal
idiots before YHVH who have 'loaned' money to a legal sponge. We are referring to the Philippine
gold and/or Nazi gold. See Exodus 32 & the Decalogue. Whose stolen donkey is it ? Who sold their
brothers into the Shoah ?
Matthew 5: 18 For verily I say unto you. Till heaven and earth pass. one jot or one tittle shall in no
wise pass from the law. till all be fulfilled.

'Money' remembers thy karmic record
" After finishing his midday meal Sri Ramakrishna sat on the small couch and talked to Dr.
Bhagavan Rudra and M. Rakhal, Latu, and other devotees were in the room. The physician heard
all about the Master's illness. Sri Ramakrishna came down to the floor and sat near the doctor.
" MASTER: "You see, medicine does not agree with me. My system is different.
" Well, what do you think of this? When I touch a coin my hand gets twisted; my breathing stops.
Further, if I tie a knot in the corner of my cloth, [i.e. make a knot-purse in ones robe to hold a coin ],
I cannot breathe. My breathing stops until the knot is untied."

" The Master asked a devotee to bring a rupee. When Sri Ramakrishna held it in his hand, the hand
began to writhe with pain. The Master's breathing also stopped. After the coin had been taken
away, he breathed deeply three times and his hand relaxed. The doctor became speechless with
wonder to see this strange phenomenon
- www.courtofrecord.org.uk/gospel/volume_2/44_master_on_himself.htm

Treason Trial of His Majesty King Philippe Leopold Louis Marie of Belgium in this Court of Record
ofYHVH
"Russia protests asset seizures by Belgium - Belgium and France have reportedly frozen multiple
bank accounts linked to the Russian government, beginning more than a week ago in France and
on Wednesday in Belgium, after an international court ruling over the now-defunct Yukos oil firm."
Who is 'Belgium'? Who is 'France'? Are they traitors or are they insane?
We suggest that Your Excellency invite Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Queen of France, to
France, to affirm thy loyalty.
We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully.
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

(£ourt of ~ecorb

115 George Lane
London E18 lAB
courtotrccorb.org

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
cc: His Holiness Pope Francis
Open Letter

Amicus curi",

5

28 November 2014

May it please Your Majesty,
In the name ofYHVH, Truth, Our Lordjesus Christ, Good News for all men, women and children, greeting!
10

We record our contemplation(s) to bring Holy Peace to all the children of our LORD,in four sections,
the first three of which contains cumulative cover faxes that address specific topics that have unfolded
in the European context. The complexity of the unfolding tapestry of historical context reveals the
nature of how One, YHVH, Ground of Being, Allah, Our Father.jesus Christ speaks to all of us.

Gospel of Saint john 10:30 I and My Father are One
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Section One: A return to Truth in Accounting
We suggest to Your Majesty, that software engineers are more important to this effort to return to
Truth in Accounting than accountants. Computer engineering too has been infiltrated by the Egyptian
death-cult as is made visible, for example, by the existence of a Scarab Beetle case for an iPad.
20

Short term contracts for goods-in-demand that expire in 91 days have the feature that: (a) Truth in
accounting is preserved, the expected production can be issued as a good that serves as money (Petrol,
for example). (b) The expiry fosters retail trade, trade it or loose it. (c) Discount markets will emerge
for overlapping issues (d) Robotic markets and 'vending machines' will emerge that foster economic
activity. These are just a few of the many implications that must be worked out by software engineers.

25

Those who have been led by a "spontaneous
the benefit of their fellow men and women.

urge to action" will have outlets to transform their urges to

The European 'west' has had a virtual lobotomy across the English channel'. This difficulty is
illustrated by the following anecdote from "Surely You're loking. Mr. feynman!"
In regard to education in Brazil, I had a very interesting experience. I was teaching a group of
students who would ultimately become teachers, since at that time there were not many

30

1

This can now be seen directly within the British Isles as the continental mentality in London/Westminster: "If
I had a hammer" ... [everything looks like a nail].
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opportunities in Brazil for a highly trained person in science. These students had already had many
courses, and this was to be their most advanced course in electricity and magnetism Maxwell's
equations, and so on.
35

40

45

The university was located in various office buildings throughout the city, and the course I taught
met in a building which overlooked the bay. I discovered a very strange phenomenon: I could ask a
question, which the students would answer immediately. But the next time I would ask the question
-- the same subject, and the same question, as far as I could tell -- they couldn't answer it at all!
For instance, one time I was talking about polarized light, and I gave them all some strips of
polaroid. Polaroid passes only light whose electric vector is in a certain direction, so I explained
how you could tell which way the light is polarized from whether the polaroid is dark or light.
We first took two strips of polaroid and rotated them until they let the most light through. From
doing that we could tell that the two strips were now admitting light polarized in the same direction
-- what passed through one piece of polaroid could also pass through the other. But then I asked
them how one could tell the absolute direction of polarization, for a single piece of polaroid.
They hadn't any idea.
I knew this took a certain amount of ingenuity, so I gave them a hint: "Look at the light reflected
from the bay outside."
Nobody said anything.

50

Then I said, "Have you ever heard of Brewster's Angle?"
"Yes, sir! Brewster's Angle is the angle at which light reflected from a medium with an index of
refraction is completely polarized."
"And which way is the light polarized when it's reflected?"
"The light is polarized perpendicular

55

to the plane of reflection, sir."

Even now, I have to think about it; they knew it cold! They even knew the tangent of the angle
equals the index!
I said, "Well?"
Still nothing. They had just told me that light reflected from a medium with an index, such as the
bay outside, was polarized; they had even told me which way it was polarized.

60

I said, "Look at the bay outside, through the polaroid. Now turn the polaroid."
"Ooh, it's polarized!" they said.

65

After a lot of investigation, I finally figured out that the students had memorized everything, but
they didn't know what anything meant. When they heard "light that is reflected from a medium
with an index," they didn't know that it meant a material such as water. They didn't know that the
"direction of the light" is the direction in which you see something when you're looking at it, and so
on. Everything was entirely memorized, yet nothing had been translated into meaningful
words. So if I asked, "What is Brewster's Angle?" I'm going into the computer with the right
keywords. But if I say, "Look at the water," nothing happens -- they don't have anything under
"Look at the water"!

70

Those with the flexible, rational intellect developed in those who have spoken English for many
generations must help those with the more 'brittle' rational intellects, for example, those that speak
German. Those that speak the romance languages are apt to try to copy the various processes that
appear to give "power" to the English civilisation and use it against them. unfortunately this leaves
them demonstrating a primitive belief that, "power flows from the barrel of a gun".

75

Thus assisting the legal infants of Europe, who have many guns, many methods of blackmail,
but find they have no Power, is an exercise in charity.

80

What we are saying is that a mechanism for the distribution of dividend and the creation of a real
market, must be engineered by those with a flexible, rational intellect. The dividends from God or
Nature can continue to flow and build a civilisation of love where men, women and children can develop
sraddha, the Charitable Heart of Compassion, founded on the Rock, YHVH, Brahman, One Being.
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We record below, our faxes sent on the eve of His Holiness Pope francis'
Parliament:

85

visit to the European Union

Faxes (cumulative) regarding a return to Truth in Accounting, G20 meeting in
Brisbane and the Truth of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17.
ttt Begin Amicus curia- for His All-Holiness.
Rome and Ecumenical Patriarch [25 Nov 2014]

BARTHOLOMEW.

Archbishop

of Constantinople

- New

ttt

Your Holiness,
90

95

His Holiness Pope Francis upcoming visit is an opportunity for the Eastern Orthodox Church to take on
some of the burden of bringing the Good News of 'jesus Christ', the Good News of Truth to the warring
and whoring tribes of Europe and the Middle East.
We believe that Your Holiness can also take this message of Truth to leaders of industry and agriculture
and their accountants. We also believe that the men, women and children of the Eastern Orthodox
Church may wish to begin the process, "Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what
belongs to God".
We send our love to YHVH for Your Holiness and all men, women and children.

Yours faithfully,
100

joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

£$€¥f

Begin Amicus curiee for Her Excellency Ms. Olivia
[25 Nov 2014] £$€¥f

Kirtley, CPA, CGMA, President IFAC Board

105

Your Excellency,

110

We read in Your Excellency's biography, "Ms. Kirtley also served on the independent IFAC Task Force
on Rebuilding Public Confidence in Financial Reporting". A return to T ruth in accounting, described
below, is the only way to rebuild Trust. It is our wish that Your Excellency ensure that alllFAC board
and committee members are hand delivered a copy and in turn work to ensure the profession and our
world with it, is transformed by the Good News of Truth.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

115

€€€ Begin Amicus curia- for World Congress of Accountants

Rome (WCOA)

[25 Nov 2014] €€€

It is our wish that this fax is forwarded to all Principals of major and minor accounting
WCOA organizers. Letter to Accountants follows below.

firms and

€€€ Begin courtesy copy for European Central Bank (ECB) [25 Nov 2014J €€€
120

Kindly ensure His Excellency Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank is hand delivered a
copy.

€€€ Begin Amicus curia- fax to His Majesty King Harald V of Norway [24 Nov 2014] €€€
We suggest that His Majesty may initiate the dissolution
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of NATO and arrest dangerous idiots in

125

Norway.

€€€ Begin Amicus curiae fax to His Majesty Carl Gustaf Folke Hubertus. King of Sweden [24 Nov 2014]
€€€
130

We suggest that His Majesty inform all living souls in the Riksdagthat the farce of confronting 'Russia'
is over and that they must now arrest dangerous idiots and shut down Swedish Mind Control, Fascist
camps and other instruments of coercion and madness which have been on display in Ukraine. We
suggest that the corporate government of Sweden along with the Swedish Krona and the Sveriges
Riksbank be shut down. We suggest that His Majesty ensure that all Swedish military chiefs are
provided a courtesy copy.

135
€€€ Begin Amicus curiae fax to Her Majesty Margrethe Alexandrine
Denmark [24 Nov 2014] €€€

porhildur

Ingrid Oueen of

We bel ieve that Her Majesty, as one of two Queens regnant, may wish to coordinate
Queen Elizabeth II, a return to sanity, which is a return to Truth.

with Her Majesty

140
€€€ Begin Amicus curia- fax to His Majesty Willem-Alexander
Claus George Ferdinand, by the Grace
of God King of the Netherlands, Prince of Orange-Nassau, etc. etc. etc. [24 Nov 2014] €€€
We believe that His Majesty rnay now be able to arrest dangerous idiots in the Netherlands and publish
the truth about MH17.
145

€€€ Begin Amicus curia- fax to His Majesty PhiliWe
2014] €€€

Leopold Louis Marie, King of the Belgians [24 Nov

It is our wish that His Majesty coordinate the dismantling of the corporate system in Brussels and assist
His Holiness Pope Francis with the arrest of dangerous idiots in Belgium.
150

It is our wish that all 'state' and 'Mafia' sponsored child kidnapping/abuse cease, all victims released,
all holocaust facilities shut down and the truth about Malaysia Airlines MH17 is published in full.

€€€ Begin Amicus curia- fax to the European Parliament [24 Nov 2014] €€€
Courtesy copy for His Excellency Martin Schulz, President of the European Parliament.
155

€€€ Begin Amicus curiae fax to the Secretary-General

of the European Parliament [24 Nov 2014] €€€

Courtesy copy for His Excellency Klaus Welle Secretary-General
successors.

160

€€€ Begin Amicus curia- fax to European Court of Auditors

of the European Parliament and

[24 Nov 2014] €€€

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring this Amicus curia- to the *immediate* attention of the living man, His Excellency Vitor
Manuel da Silva Calderia, President of the European Court of Auditors.
165

This Amicus curia- is followed in-line by the text of our recent Amicus curia- fax regarding the G20 in
Brisbane, Australia and our 81 page fax to The Constitutional Tribunal in Spain.
It is our wish that His Excellency ensure receipt of a courtesy copy by His Excellency Martin Schulz,
President of the European Parliament, His Excellency Klaus Welle, Secretary General, His Excellency
Uwe Corsepius, Secretary General of the Council of the European Union and Her Excellency
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170

175

180

Ambassador Laurence Argimon-Pistre and all dignatories ahead of His Holiness Pope Francis' visit. Ii,
by any chance this is not accomplished in time, it remains our wish that all elected and unelected men
and women of the European Court of Auditors, European Parliament, Council of the European Union
and European Commission receive copies.
Please note our Amicus curieets) regarding the Cyprus financial crisis
[www.courtofrecord.org.uklcrisis.htmll
which proves that Europe does not have the expertise to
manage its monetary affairs. The same is proved regarding military affairs in Ukraine & re MH17
[www.courtofrecord.org.uklUkraine
& www.courtofrecord.org.uklUkraine2
&
www.courtofrecord.org.uklHollandl.
Your Excellencies are reminded that there is no immunity of any
sort and unlimited personal substantial liability.
We send our love to YHVH for thee and for all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

185

£$€¥f Begin Amicus curiae fax to IFAC I 'World Congress of Accountants',
£$€¥f

European Court of Auditors

cc: International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), European 'Court of Auditors',
T reasury/Swiss Federation/LuxembourgljapaniChina.
190

forward to: All living men and women in major and minor accounting
CFOs. Recall: Misprision of Felony. The Golden Rule.
Minute notes of contemplation
States:

for thee regarding the dissolution

IMF/ESF/UST/UK-

firms, all commercial

'banks', all

of the Federal Reserve and the United

[Amicus curice for all Chartered Accountants i
Dear Sir or Madam,
195

To whom these come as present, in the name of the LORD, 'jesus Christ', greeting!
We assist His Holiness Pope Francis and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II with the *dissolution* of the
UNITED STATES and the FEDERAL RESERVE,and with them, all corporate systems and credit
'banking', including but not limited to the EU and the ECB. The European 'Court of Auditors' have not
signed off on the accounts in years ... or is it decades?

200

A draft copy has been circulated to His Holiness Pope Francis, U.S. Dept. of State, 10 Downing
Russia, Israel, Switzerland, Luxembourg, etc.
It io

(3(,;11' II

Street,

'i5R tRat tR(3(';19M5(';ln~ tRat

http://www.woridreports.courtofrecord.org.uklnewsl282_all_uk_1egislation_passed_since_2000_is_null
and_void
205

"Saturday 10 April 2010 01 :01 ... The European
the EU's own Court of Auditors in Luxembourg for
European Commission is operating UNLAWFULLY
Government is committing an ongoing CRIMINAL
collections to Brussels."

Commission's accounts have not been approved by
the past FOURTEEN YEARS, which reveals that the
AND ILLEGALLY, and thus that the British
OFFENCE by remitting the proceeds of its VAT

210

The World Congress of Accountants has come and gone with Iformall pronouncements of "Code of
Ethics", "Fiscal Sustainability", "Digital Darwinism", "/Fightingi corruption and fraud". Now hear of the
/substantial/, of the 'Good News of Truth', the Gospel, with the consequent new era of no immunity of
any sort and unlimited personal substantial liability; an era of contemplation of YHVH with love to
obtain the grace to successfully comprehend Bills of Exchange and UCC Mirror Reflection.

215

A "hundred'
years ago, the British Chancellor of the exchequer closed down the Bills of Exchange
market in London at the onset of hostilities of World War I. He, "relieved the last endorser on each bill
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that was brought to the bank". More detail and the Hansard transcript are available in our Letter
Rogatory to the British Cabinet dated 28 May 2013.
[ www.courtofrecord.org.uklBritish/#
_RefHeading_21
02_2023600957 ]
220

The hundred year' Federal Reserve' Charter by the Bishop of Rome via the King of England had begun
business in New York. This charter is now expired and the 'bank' is closed. Only the 'ghost' of
meaningless, empty credit entries where the BORROWER is the depositor at the 'bank' continues and
*accountants* *count* *nothing* and lawyers practice no law. Politicians cannot claim to represent the
people and doctors have become Malthusian Killers.

225

"Whenever a bank makes a loan. it simultaneously
creates a matching deposit in the
borrower's bank account. thereby creating new money." [
http://www.publications.parliament.uklpalcm201415/cmhansrd/cm141120/debtexV1411200001.htm#00000000000000]
Money Creation and Society, House of Commons, United Kingdom
Parliament, 20 Nov 2014.

230

When a man or woman uses the services of an accountant he or she gives evidence that he or
she is innumerate - a legal idiot. A 'Chartered' Accountant by his title gives evidence of authority
under a Charter from the Holy See that he or she is competent to comprehend these Matters of Fact.
Without the protection of the Law of Christ in this Court of Record, a European Chartered Accountant
has the same rights, under European [Napoleonic] Civil Law, as "furniture". There are a number of
Dark Lords waiting to sit down to lunch.

235

·One hundred" years ago, how German War Bonds were funded by *European* 'bankers' who,
unable to reason beyond "survival of the fittest", cashed in their Bills of Exchange by wiring 'ready
money' to New York and went in for a mad orgy of death, history records. "Thou shall not kill".
240

245

·Six· years ago, how, during 2008 third quarter, inflation adjusted S&P500 earnings dropped to levels
not seen since 1921, [how many sigma deviation was it?], proving entities existed with conscious
control of world markets. His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI preached "Render unto Caesar what belongs
to Caesar and to God what belongs to God" at the Louvre but there was no one to hear His Holiness,
this, history records. "Hearing they hear not, neither do they understand". "Jesus weeps", to quote His
Holiness Pope Francis. [
http://en.radiovaticana.valnews/2014/11/20/pope_at_santa_marta_jesus_weepsllll1718]
·One" year ago, [26 Nov 2013 to be exact], how HMS Daring, supposedly responding to a so-called
natural disaster of a hurricane in the Philippines, caught red-handed with WWII gold, was redirected
from its predetermined course, by this contemplative Court of Record of 'Jesus Christ', recent history
records. [www.courtofrecord.org.uklDaringl
"Thou shall not steal".

250

255

260

265

Even as we write this IAmicus curiae/ cover fax to world accountants, news that the Italians are arresting
The Mafia as requested below, that the promised G20 "shirtfronting" of President Putin from His
Excellency Tony Abbot, Prime Minister of Australia, turned into cuddling Koala bears, and the arrests of
errant "Mafia", "priests" and "paedophiles" reflects how the LORD makes progress against all odds
simultaneously holding jurisdiction in Ecclesiastic, Admiralty and Civil affairs. That is to say, this Court
of Record of 'Jesus Christ' proceeds with powers of world wide arrest with *necessary* force to back up
its 'wishes'. There is a 'miracle' going on before thy eyes, does thou see?
" Answering a question about Abbott's idea to "shirtfront" Putin over the downing of the MH17
jetliner, the Russian president said no such confrontation took place at the Brisbane summit. "We had
very constructive discussions of not only the themes that had brought us together, but some very
"grave" issues involving the Malaysian Boeing. We discussed that in every detail. I can assure you that
everything was decent and rather friendly," said the Russian leader". [www.rt.com/news/206623putin-us-never-subdue-russial
]
The 1919 Treaty of Versailles, analysed by Lord Maynard Keynes, and the subsequent contest of
'economics' between Keynes and Hayek and 'capitalism' vs 'communism' is a saga to entertain weak
minds. No taxes are payable to Caesar! Caesar's 'money' has "no" "meaning"!
Chartered Accountants operate a unit of fiction. A trillion times zero is zero. Ergo, no taxes have been
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paid. An elaborate deception exists to entertain European legal idiots.

270

275

See: www.courtofrecord.org.uklUSA
for a mind-map of the situation at the resignation of His Holiness
Pope Benedict XVI. [We attach http://www.courtofrecord.org.uklUSNUSA-print.pngtothis
fax. The
original must be printed in colour on A3 for readability].
His Holiness Pope Francis has spoken of "solidarity". We are writing this in "solidarity" with the World
Congress of Accountants, for this profession shall completely transform. Accountants must _begin_ to
*count* real things - the era of empty spreadsheets is over. Accountants must assist their clients to
comprehend UCC (Uniform Commercial Code) Mirror Reflection. A 100 years after the Federal Reserve
was chartered, the BORROWER is the DEPOSITOR at the bank. Legal idiots who do not know this
are 'rich' men and women who strut around as CEO (Chief *Executive* Officer) (i.e. Chief Hangman) of
a lifeless, dead, "corporate" name in business, with a "Board" of "Directors", who contact the "spirit of
the dead" in the "[Ouija] Board Room" to write down the "law", the Articles of Association and so on.
Victorian English Lawyers are having a chuckle' in heaven'.

280

All the working capital of ALL corporations has been stolen by fraudulent conversion from all the men,
women and children in our lovely earth. Colour of Law Fraud, Fraud in the Inducement, Fraudulent
Deceit, Fraudulent Concealment, Fraudulent Conveyance and Actual Fraud, suspension of the Running
of Limitations, Misprision of Felony, violations of NASD 3120, 2330 and so on are just some of the
charges that could be applied to *thee*'

285

The other secret is that the "priest craft" of today is a priest craft of Egyptian death rituals and ritual
child sacrifice. Ask George Soros for us.
Which brings us to mention the testimony

of Timothy Geithner

regarding the European financial

crisis:

290

http://www .te legraph .co. uk/f nance/econom ics/ll22 682 8ITim-Ge ithner -revea Is-in-the-ra w-howEuropes-Ieaders-tried-to-com m it-financ iaI-suicide. htm I
" Geithner: I remember coming to the dinner and I'm looking at my BlackBerry. It was a *FUCKing*
disaster in Europe. French bank stocks were down 7pc or 8pc. That was a big deal. For me it was like,
you were having a classic complete carnage because of people saying: crisis in Greece, who's exposed
to Greece?

295

300

305

" I said at that dinner, that meeting, because the Europeans came into that meeting basically saying:
'We're going to teach the Greeks a lesson. They are really terrible. They lied to us. They suck and they
were profligate and took advantage of the whole basic thing and we're going to crush them.' [That] was
their basic attitude, all of them.

" But the main thing is I remember saying to these guys: 'You can put your foot on the neck of those
guys if that's what you want to do. But you've got to make sure that you send a countervailing signal of
reassurance to Europe and the world that you're going to hold the thing together and not let it go.
[You're] going to protect the rest ofthe place.'
" I just made very clear to them right then. You hear this blood-curdling moral hazard-y stuff from
them, and I said: 'Well, that's fine. If you want to be tough on them, that's fine, but you have to make
sure you counteract that with a bit more credible reassurance that you're going to not allow the crisis to
spread beyond Greece. You've got to make sure you're putting enough care and effort into building
that capacity to make that commitment credible as you are to teaching the Greeks a lesson.
" Interviewer: Did you have this kind of foreboding, like: oh my God, these guys are just going to ...

310

315

n Geithner: Yeah. I had like a definite ... Of course I, as I think I've said separately, I completely underweighted the possibility they would flail around for three years. I thought it was just inconceivable to
me they would let it get as bad as they ultimately did. But the early premonitions of that were in that
initial debate. They were lied to by the Greeks. It was embarrassing to them because the Greeks had
ended up borrowing all this money and they were mad and angry and they were like: 'Definitely get
out the bats.'

"

They just wanted to take a bat to them. But in taking a bat to them, they were feeding a fare that was
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in its early stages. There were a lot of 'dry* *tinders*.
" Geithner: Totally impromptu .... I went to see Draghi, and Draghi at that point, he had no plan.
He had made this sort of naked statement of this stuff. But they stumbled into it. "
320

Perhaps the Europeans money-men had "blood-curdling"
say, "we're going to crush them" and" get out the bats".

plans because that is how they worship. They

Matthew 7:12 Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye
even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.
325

330

Lord Maynard Keynes: n ... the result of "animal
spirits" - a spontaneous urge to action rather
than inaction, and not as the outcome of a weighted average of quantitative benefits multiplied by
quantitative probabilities."
We know now how animal and child sacrifice are used by the said, "animal spirits", i.e., legal idiots as
"a spontaneous urge to action", no matter the "blood-curdling" consequences.
Did they consider the
Uniform Commercial Code and how credit banking in a time of financial war works? The Greeks
could have paid them by accepting their demand for value and sending it to a London bank.
There is no escape from Truth.
Perhaps this throws light on why Timothy Geithner heard "this blood-curdling moral hazard-y stuff
from them", for they were not rational men, who, "compute a weighted average of quantitative benefits
multiplied by quantitative probabilities", but "animal spirits".

335

*A return to Truth in Accounting'"
All banks and bankers are under Admiralty Law. The same, by extension, applies to accountants.
have all heard of banker 'suicides'.

340

345

350

355

360

You

Authority to arrest using necessary force - and even SHOOT DEAD if they do not cease and desist*dangerous* **Iegal idiots**, for example, those who live by the "animal spirits" of the "tribal religions"
of Europe, is granted by this Court of Record of YHVH, the Almighty One.
There are manufactured dangerous idiots - created by torture and mind control 'Greenbaum'
programming [www.courtofrecord.orgiGreenbauml.religiousextremists.·chipped·
zombies, extraterrestrial fake-aliens, Hitler worshipping fascists etc., all created to maintain a false-flag war on a
managed enemy - witness ISIS,etc.. a /La Main Rouge/. All this operates within a Unified Combatant
Command (UCC) for war between legal idiots of the "tribal religions" - of EUROPE. Managed
dangerous idiots are to be mercifully de-programmed.
The saga of our playing chess with the CIA that stopped WWIII in Ukraine, the reality of MH17: the
preserved cadavers from the holocaust facility attached to Amsterdam Schipol airport that rained down
in Ukraine, the ability of the Space Mafia to blow up or carve up any flying object with minute
precision - burn up the plane/engines and let the bodies/evidence fall to the ground, etc., is the reality
you have to learn to live with. There is NO ESCAPEfrom releasing the evidence and a return to Truth
in accounting. The purpose of the Word of God is to 'convert' so-called 'evil' people back to
the path of 'good' Idharma/: The CIA, SIS/MI6 and Mossad "hear" us - do accountants and bankers?
There is no "golden" set of books anywhere - not at the BIS, not at the Central Banks, not in
Switzerland or Luxembourg or Hong Kong, not by Treaty: NONE. All gold is claimed by UCC Mirror
Reflection in Admiralty by this Court of Record of the LORD, YHVH, Ground of Being. We need not
"one" ounce of gold to proceed. Gold is just a tally stick, trade for the past decades did NOT put gold at
risk, ergo: all books of account are VOID, they just exist of the entertainment of "rich and powerful"
legal idiots, who thought that they could maintain coercion over the monster they created - what fools!
Only the righteous shall be allowed to serve the men, women and children in our lovely earth.
Accountants, as part of this righteous picture to come, must re-denominate books of account in the
*good* produced. There is no necessity for multiple layers of "grey" books of accounts to trade oil for
wheat.
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365

According to former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad, the message is simple but
devastating:
" Europe ... has lost a lot of money and therefore you must be poor now relative to the past," he
reasons in an interview with BBC World Service's Business Daily.
n And in Asia we live within our means. So when we are poor, we live as poor people. I think that is a
lesson that Europe can learn from Asia."

370

"

You refuse to acknowledge

you have lost money and therefore you are poor," he says.

" And you can't remedy that by printing money. Money is not something you just print. It must be
backed by something, either good economy or gold."
" I think you should go back to doing what I call real business - producing goods, providing services,
trading - not just moving figures in bank books, which is what you are doing."
375

"

Currency is not a commodity",

he says.

"You sell coffee. Coffee ... can be ground and made into a cup of coffee. But currency, you
cannot grind it and make it into anything. It is just figures in the books of the banks and you can
trade with figures in the books of banks only."
" There must be something solid to trade, then you can legitimately make money."
380

n

I think you have paid your workers far too much money for much less work," he says.

" So you cannot expect to live at this level of wealth when you are not producing anything that is
marketable "
His message is *tough*, he acknowledges,
messages from you before, remember?"
385

390

before adding with a laugh: "We used to get tough

There is no risk of oil running out, there is no risk of "climate change" or "global warming" - the
double speak of "animal spirits" for Nuclear Holocaust and the plot to set off the Yellowstone SuperVolcano. Truth is stranger than fiction.
Thinking men and women amongst the accountants must learn to love, that is, worship God, Ground
of Being, YHVH. This is a vital step to comprehend "UCC Mirror Reflection". The method is revealed in
our letter to Ukraine [www.courtofrecord.org.uklUkraine2l.
Our own contemplation of UCC Mirror Reflection has resulted in our Letter Rogatory to the then
Secretary of the Treasury, Timothy Geithner, [www.courtofrecord.orgiGeithner.pdfl;
and our Letter
Rogatory to the British Cabinet [www.courtofrecord.orgiBritishl;
and our Amicus curieets) regarding the
Cyprus financial crisis [www.courtofrecord.orglcrisis.htmll
amongst other writing.

395

*/iRender unto Caesar what belon~s to Caesar and to God what belon~s to God"*

400

Caesar in Ukraine "ran away" [www.courtofrecord.org.uklSwiss
&
www.courtofrecord.org.uklUkraine2l.
With our contemplative assistance, the Caesar/Fakir who kept
the Bishops of Rome hostage has been removed. The UNITED STATEScorporate Caesar is dissolved.
Everyone knows the fate of the E.U. corporation as a terse modern-English phrase. Thou, 0
Accountant, can not look to Caesar for protection.
There are no Russian tanks/troops/whatever in Ukraine. There are no "real" Islamic militants in Iraq.
There ARE a number of dangerous legal idiots in the 'west' . Many legal idiots are entrapped in
various 'honeypots', like flies in a pot of honey, for example in Ukraine and for example, amongst
bankers who have 'committed suicide'.

405

His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI has recently said that, "... particularly "tribal religions," are "waiting
for the encounter with Jesus Christ," but that this "encounter is always reciprocal. Christ is waiting for
their history, *their* "wisdom", their *vision of the things*."
We have sown the seed, the Word of Truth!YHVH: Thee and I is One. Contemplate "UCC mirror
reflection", come with thy wisdom and "vision of the things" that thou live by and deal with.

410

We repeat here for emphasis: thy currency books are VOID. BRICS is not a solution.
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415

420

Prince Charles shows great interest in self-orl:anisinl: systems in 'third-world' slums: "Jungle idiots"
are emerging from the spiritual slums, for example, on Wall Street, Threadneedle Street and
Champs Hvsees. We have a great interest in witnessing the emergence of spontaneous self-organising
systems amongst such. "Fighting corruption" is the language of jungle idiots. How can thou
"fight" a void set of books?
Contemplate how real markets can be created even as it was at the dawn of civilisation. Those we
know and trust have built some open source tools for thee: Loom and Truledger to issue and circulate
contracts for delivery of real goods is available as an open source software. Short term contracts for the
delivery of goods-in-demand (petrol, milk, wheat, salt, sugar, CPUs, Phones, etc) can function as a
'money'. We can provide detailed what-if analysis using the Socratic dialectic to qualified accountants
who come to us after having contemplated, analysed and arrived at some preliminary conclusions.
Some helpful questions to ask during contemplation:
1. Who is the Principal whose books thou art looking at? ... Who is the living man or woman who
can shut down / liquidate the business?

425
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2. Is the Principal competent to contemplate
must be in control.

a "vision of the things" needed? A single living soul

3. What is the good(s)-in-demand produced by the business that can function as a deliverable,
tradeable short term (max 91 day) contract? Alternatively, what is the good-in-dernand that is the raw
rnaterial that the business adds value to? For example. a baker rnay denorninate the "price" of bread,
cake, etc., in terrns of wheat and/or sugar bulk contracts. The "profit" is tradeable and dividends can be
paid in such.
4. How does the pre-credit era history of grain-silo operation and book keeping have a bearing on
this line of analysis?

435

5. How can autornated recursive-auction
exarnple, rnusic?

rnarkets contribute to the sale of "intellectual property", for

There won't be any intellectual property "laws" and a coercive state to fall back on for operating an
extortion racket.
Our questions to the British Prirne Minister Rt. Hon. David Cameron, MP, in our letter dated 27 January
2011, are a pertinent exarnple:
440
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" As the Prime Minister I am sure that you are asked a lot of difficult questions. The following
questions are now worthy of your investigation. By asking these questions we do not mean to be be
confrontational, rather we feel sure that these questions will assist you in your courageous efforts to
deal with the banking crisis.

" 1. Are you the Prime Minister of England, Scotland and Wales representing the men and women on
the land known as England, Scotland and Wales or indeed an executive of a corporation known as the
UNITED KINGDOM?
" 2. Is the UNITED KINGDOM at war or vanquished? If the UNITED KINGDOM is at war, with
whom? If the UNITED KINGDOM is vanquished, by whom? If UNITED KINGDOM is at peace why is
it trading in units of circular fraud commonly known as the Pound?

450

" 3. Who owns the shares of the UNITED KINGDOM and more importantly, who has granted the
charter of the UNITED KINGDOM corporation and these corporations acting as the government
agencies and instrumentalities such as the banks?

" 4. What are the rights and fiduciary responsibilities of the officers, shareholders and of the grantor of
the charter of such corporations?
455

5. How does the Mixed Money Case of 1604 and other precedent for financial war apply to this
situation?
"

" 6. Who can claim to represent

the people?

" 7. Who can claim to enforce the Common Law of England? Is a Police Officer an instrumentality of
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the UNITED KINGDOM corporation? Has such an officer been bamboozled into enforcement of
private corporate rules rather than the Common Law? Are the courts of the country that accept
payment for their services in unlawful money, courts of Common Law? Is the military of the United
Kingdom under the authority of the People of England, Scotland and Wales and Her Majesty The
Queen, per se?
n

465

8. Are the so-called money bills that avoid examination by the House of Lords about lawful money?

" 9. Have the members of the House of Lords and the House of Commons failed in their duty to
prevent such decay in the state of affairs, to the point where the Lords and Members of Parliament have
lost their sovereignty and have become corporate *vassals* created and managed by an outside power?

" 10. By the operation of the law of voids are recent acts of the House of Commons void on their face
and thus have no binding force upon the People of England, Scotland and Wales?
470

"

11. In the light of the above, is there a pending crisis regarding the oath of the next Monarch?

" 12. Can Her Majesty and the government you represent confirm Her Majesties' oath to uphold
common law and the Magna Carta?
" There are practical questions before the Global Isles Court of Record with which we would like
your assistance:
475

" 1. Did the former Prime Minister Gordon Brown commit treason by the sale of 400 tonnes of gold
and holding void-contract foreign currencies?

" 2. Has this effectively put UNITED KINGDOM under a foreign power?"

480
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500
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This is not just a Court of Record of a Prince/King/Sultan, it is the Court of Record of
YHVH/Shiva/Brahman/Allah/'jesus
Christ'. The LORD charges living souls no thing for their sustenance.
The most ancient and righteous "offering" in return is the mechanism of distribution of the generosity of
Providence to the conscious, living souls in our lovely earth. There is no "material" planet "on" which
thou live, it too is a living soul, the World-Mind, whose condensed thought thou mistake for matter.
However much thou analyse 'matter', thou cannot isolate the soul that is "observing" the observation or
theory of observation. Luke 17:20 "The kingdom of God cometh not with observation".
Christians have forgotten Christ, Muslims have forgotten Allah, and the jews, YHVH. Each of the
different 'words' or' images' mean: One Being, the kingdom of God. The /proof/ of this forgetting of"
where art thou? " is the lack of 'Anna Ohanam', a food offering, shared amongst hungry mouths,
without charge of any sort. It is in India that this dharma of Charity of feeding can be seen. What thou
hast forgotten, thou must re-member. This is not communism or social-security - it is 'evidence of faith'
that YHVH looks for when He places thee and thy 'nation' on the scales of justice. He comes amongst
us, even as He did in the person of Swami Vivekananda: bristling with Christian self-righteousness, He
was rejected by the European 'west', His request of charity rejected. Look what YHVH, our LORD jesus
Christ come in the flesh as Swami Vivekananda did!
He did not stick around, He left, voluntarily relinquishing His body at the age of 39. Kings 24:3 Surely
at the commandment of the LORD came this upon Iudah, to *remove* *them* *out* of *his* *sight*,
for the sins of Manasseh, according to all that he did; 24:4 And also for the innocent blood that he
shed: for he filled jerusalem with innocent blood; which the LORD would not pardon.
The LORD is never without representation in our lovely earth, He visited in all His purity as The Father,
Shiva Himself, in Ramana Maharishi, giving salvation to those the few that qualified, amongst them a
cow and a dog: Exodus 32:34 "... nevertheless in the day when I visit I will visit their sin upon them".
Thy vaunted judeo-Christian culture is uprooted, its rotting root made visible, Kings 9:8 "And at this
house, which is high, every one that passeth by it shall be astonished, and shall **hiss**; and they shall
say, Why hath the LORD done thus unto this land, and to this house? 9:9 And they shall
answer, Because they forsook the LORD their God, who brought forth their fathers out of the land
of Egypt, and have taken hold upon other gods, and have worshipped them, and served them: therefore
hath the LORD brought upon them all this evil."
To the Christians we say: 'Dialogue' in public and intimidation in private is not the worship stipulated
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510

515

520

by our LORD Jesus Christ. To the Jews we say, study of Aristotle/Maimonedes is not worship of YHVH,
to the Muslims we say, worship of a Sultan is not worship of Allah. To the republicans we say, worship
of a Constitution is not worship of God, to the democrats we say, never did democracy substitute for
worship. Worship of false idols is no substitute for worship of the LORD and "social security" is no
substitute for Charity.
This has led to thy fate, 0 Accountant, thou does not count any 'thing' or God's /good/ substance, for
thou art engaged in the service of the worship of money, most abhorrent to the LORD. See sin of the
fatted golden calf, Exodus 32:4. [https:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Golden_calfl.
God has preserved the
'evidence' of the punishment YHVH through Moses meted out for the sin of the calf: His Holiness Pope
Francis has seen the testimony. Uniform Commercial Code "good faith" is not faith, nor is it good. It is
the faith that thou profess 0 Accountant!
We pray, "'Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name', forgive them for they know not
what they do!".

o Accountant, contemplate before YHVH how Charity of thy 'system' shall mirror Providence!
Contemplate how such Charity can return gold into circulation! The way has been shown to us, thou
must see it for thyself!
525

All is not lost, the LORD as Swami Vivekananda left us a note, he *chose* the 4th of July to voluntarily
relinquish His body. It is from the land known as 'America' that Europe shall receive the Charity of the
Gospel of Truth, the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the Gospel of Providence. *If*thou hast ears to hear the
Gospel of Truth, 0 Accountant, thou shall be Provided for by Providence in thy hour of need.
Matthew 6:9 After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy
name.

530

6:10 Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.
6:11 Give us this day our daily bread.
6:12 And 'forgive'

us our 'debts',

as 'we forgive'

our ·debtors·.

6:13 And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil: For *thine* is the kingdom, and the
power, and the glory, for ever. Amen.
535

6:14 For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive you:
6:15 But if ye forgive not men their trespasses,

o Accountant,
debt that cannot
540

545

550

555

neither will your Father forgive your trespasses.

thou hast no means of sustenance,
be collected.

thy books are void. thou are often chasing

It is better to let thy books return to the void from which they have appeared than to let thy estate and
that of thy fellow men crumble to dust, even as it has been demonstrated twice in Europe. No 'country'
is exempt, there is no 'neutral country', there is no immunity. There are "a lot of 'dry' "tlnders?".
The situation is similar to the female scarab-beetle
in the hot sands of Egypt, who rolls a ball of camel
dung up sand hills, hoping to have a lifetime's supply. When the "sun comes up" and climbs to his
high station the dung-ball gets too hot to handle. That nice ball of gold is not the sun of salvation,
it represents thy too-hot-to-handle
debt from a century of war, death and theft.
No religious 'faith' is required to grasp 'UCC Mirror Reflection'. In a hundred years of 'capitalistic'
'money', it is proven that mankind's debt to God or 'Nature' is not 'payable' and must be
forgiven. We have shown this to President Putin [letter dated 24 Nov 2013,
www.courtofrecord.orgiPutinl
and Europe already draws substantial benefits in-spite of the
Cyprus financial crisis and false-flag provocation
in Ukraine. The men, women and children of
Europe do not have to 'work', a la 'labour theory of value', for oil and gas flows from Russia. Oil and
gas flows of its own accord to the conscious children of God.
The civilisation of death fostered by 'banking' must be replaced by a civilisation of love in the eternal
field of life, Iknowingl that 'we' are One being. The 'trial' of the Shylock of 'banking' is a "teaching
opportunity". The LORD, YHVH, Ground of Being, has shown us the Torah teaches us this. The Torah
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is strict, the LORD show us, "thou shall not lend". The ancient Egyptians protected the heart of
deceased Pharaoh with a Scarab (dung) Beetle case before mummification, when all other organs
deemed non-essential were cut out. This symbolic language lends meaning to the expression in the
Torah, "Deuteronomy 30:6 And the LORD thy God will circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy
seed, to love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live".

560

Deuteronomy 30:19 I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set
before you life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both thou and thy
seed may live: 30:20 That thou mayest love the LORD thy God, and that thou mayest obey his voice,
and that thou mayest cleave unto him: for he is thy life, and the length of thy days: that thou mayest
dwell in the land which the LORD sware unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob, to give
them.

565

The civilisation around thee was not built only by adding up and 'balancing' columns of numbers.
Dismantling the ESF/IMFfinancial warfare machine that created prosperity in a time of war and asset
confiscation requires more sophisticated thinking. Perhaps a little more sophisticated than "lion
taming:".

570

Such thinking can begin with the famous economic question, asked by a famous living economist,
"What is the price of pig iron?". This question, when contemplated in terms of real goods, like
"coffee", or "oil and gas", requires the taking of ratios. One must then consider the Affidavit of Walker
Todd, attorney for the Federal Reserve, Uniform Commercial Code based Modern Money Mechanics
and consequent 'UCC Mirror Reflection'. In today's system, a hall of mirrors, 'dividends' are distributed
to favoured 'credit worthy' populations by extension of empty credit. The proxy dividend payment
by extension of empty credit is piled up in thy books, 0 Accountant. As a result, thy books are
void. thy 'pro forma invoices' declare thy bankruptcy and that of thy clients. "Pro forma" ...
formal, not substantial.

575

Gold, 0 Accountant, can re-enter circulation only when the Principal who owns it declares by
substantial action, his faith in the Rule of God's law: "Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and
to God what belongs to God". The "Allies" who won World War II were the "Allies for the Rule of

580

God's Law",

A return to substantial contracts can be started by the distribution of dividend of goods-in-demand, in a
system of short-term contracts, that ensure that sustenance reaches the conscious men, women and
children of God. The trustees, the Principals, who operate such a system must be found. It is they who
can, in turn, 'grind' the stolen and now "forgiven" gold, Charitably into the "ocean of spirituality", all
the men, women and children of God.

585

This 'Charitable'
action is a rational process that involves the taking of ratios, setting real bid and
ask prices leading to the !creation/ of a /real! market, where gold can /enter/ circulation driven by
market action where it lisl of benefit to the Principalltrustee
to see Ireall market prices. Such /rea//
prices result from gold in the hands of the living, men, women and children of God.

590

Gold is NOT essential to this creation: even as thou witness a number of virtual prices in multiple
virtual currencies in a virtual market, prices of goods denominated in other bulk goods (or energy) will
emerge. Gold and silver shall come tumbling out of the closet, even as it has been prophesied.

595

Is it so difficult to comprehend?
of Record?

Is it so difficult to see that thou art lunderl the jurisdiction of this Court

We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, our LORD, that He may call and send us righteous men
and women amongst 'accountants' who have a "vision of the things" needed to end financial war, to
identify Principals, Charitably settle Holy Peace and put an end to persecution,
"by the sword and
by the pen".

600

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
2

https:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v~SUElWPp4UOA/ John Cleese - accountant
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[Faxes sent regarding G20 meeting in Brisbane, Australia]
Au$Au$Au$ Begin fax to 'Brisbane' [14 Nov 2014] Au$Au$Au$
Dear Archbishop Mark Benedict Coleridge,
610

Ave Maria!
http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2
11121

615

01 4/11 114/archbishop_ of_brisbane_g2 0_not_just_pol itical_theatre/11

We have read Your Eminence's letter that pierces the grey mist of official activity with stunning 'nightvision' clarity to assist His Holiness comprehend the diplomatic efficiency. Your Eminence shows in
thy life how by thy "fasting and prayer" thou has "formed" the officials who look after the men, women
and children of Australia and inspire the Governor General to relax while His Holiness' shepherds tend
the flock.

620

Have thou not looked up at the Sun and seen the chem trails? Has thou not witnessed the massive mass
experimentation on the people of Australia? Hast not thou heard the screams and groans of the children
'fucked' over by priests? Art thou a lazy, incompetent dangerous idiot?

625

His Excellency The Governor General, who shall receive a copy, shall ensure that thou 'shall' fast as
thou has claimed thou had plans for, while demonstrating the hospitality and welcome of the men,
women and children of Brisbane, each of whom shall have a printed copy of this fax and greet the G20
leaders with these letters. Do thus or hang up thy hat and never be seen again in Brisbane. Love of
'jesus Christ' comes only after thou has conquered Fear and Trembling,
As we wrote to His Holiness Pope Francis during the Synod, on 15 Oct 2014 thus:
"The Synod can be helped by applying the ancient, very orthodox procedure of the Holy See,
of asking all participants,
"Do you deny that our LORD 'Jesus Christ' is "Our father which art
in heaven, hallowed be thy name" come in the flesh?"

630

"If they answer 'yes', then they accept His law, they can close their 'Vatican
and return home with up to the maximum legal amount in 'cash',
"If they answer 'no', then they deny His divinity, they can close their 'Vatican
and return home with up to the maximum legal amount in 'cash',

635

640

Bank' account
Bank' account

"No doubt that the so-called "Law of Gradualism" applies! We are not suggesting that the above is a
procedure that can be applied' immediately'. Thinking about it, focuses the mind, especially of those
who want to rush to war with made-in-the-west 'Islamists' or 'Russia'. We suggest that the Synod
discuss the divinity of our LORD 'jesus Christ' along these lines."
The tables of the money-changers SHALL be overturned once again, There SHALL be no passports
or visas, Discuss this fax in public with thy sisters and 'brothers', yeah, including the candid language:
explain it to the children - this shall be the "spectacle". The Great Goddess Mahakali [see 81 page fax
that follows], Mother Thrice Admirable, has the devil by his tail.
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, for all men, women and children,
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson

645

Special Master
€€€

Begin fax to 'Portugal' [14 Nov 2014]

€€€

His Excellency jose Filipe Mendes Moraes Cabral, Permanent Representative of 'Portugal' to the United
Nations
Your Excellency,
650

It is our wish that Your Excellency 'ensure'

delivery of this courtesy copy to His Excellency Anibal
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Ant6nio Cavaco Silva, President of 'Republica Portuguesa', His Excellency Pedro Passos Coelho, Prime
Minister, His Excellency Assuncao Esteves, Assembly President and all living souls in the Assembly of
the Republic and in the Judiciary.
655

We recall here the world's oldest active military accord, the Alianca l uso-Britanica, dating from 1373,
which is reflected in the Lisbon Treaty, albeit as a pernicious Iformall parasite, the' European Union'.
There is nothing to fear in consciously and carefully ending the EU, the Euro and the ECB.

660

The farce of the Iformall investigation into the kidnapping of Madeleine McCann must end. We suggest
that all officials, British, Portuguese or European, who continue to block or delay the release
of the girl to her parents share the same fate as the man who perpetrated the unspeakable
acts. This Court of Record shall hold His Excellency Anibal Ant6nio Cavaco Silva responsible for rapid
Isubstantia/I action. There is no immunity and unlimited personal substantial liability. We suggest
that all dangerous idiots who have ever participated in such acts are immediately stripped of all
credentials and privileges, including but not limited to bank account, passport and drivers license.
We look forward to witnessing a Christian rebirth in the land of INossa Senhora de Fatima!.

665

We send our love to INossa Senhora de Fatima! for all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

670

€€€

Begin fax to 'Italy' [13 Nov 2014J

€€€

His Excellency Sebastiano Cardi, Permanent Representative of 'Italy' to the 'United Nations'
Your Excellency,

675

It is our wish that Your Excellency *ensure* delivery of this courtesy copy to His Excellency Giorgio
Napolitano, President of 'Repubblica italiana', Prime Minister Matteo Renzi, every living member of
the Senate and Chamber of Deputies and their successors and all civil Magistrates/Judges.
It is our wish that the Italian government arrange courtesy copies to be handed to every Cardinal,
Archbishop, Bishop or Priest transiting through "Italy" to "Vatican City". It is our wish that Rabbi
Riccardo Di Segni, Chief Rabbi of Rome is hand delivered a courtesy copy.

680

685

690

695

If there is any country that demonstrates the utter futility of a "referendum", it is Italy where the
referendum of the 1870 Roman Question appeared to settle the matter in favour of a "People's
Republic". If there is any country that demonstrates the utter stupidity of Caesar's law, it is Italy, where
lunatics and idiots amongst the so-called Patriarchy have utterly squandered their 'rights' granted by
'Jesus Christ', LORD, YHVH, Ground of Being. The LORD giveth and the LORD taketh away.
There NEVER was unlimited Ipatria potestasl given to a 'civilisation' by God. Former Chief Rabbi of
London, Rabbi Baron Sir Dr. Jonathan Henry Lord Sacks has written eloquently about this, which is
deemed included in full at this point: http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/the-binding-of-isaac-vayeracovenant -conversation-57 75 -on-eth ics/
His Excellency Giorgio Napolitano and the Italian civil government must do their duty to the Bishops of
Rome, who have by their faith in Jesus Christ 'saved' Rome from a far worse fate that the difficult times
being experienced now. It is indeed difficult to see what various parties in this multi-century long
religious war had planned and what disasters have been averted and how many dangerous lunatics and
idiots, within and without Italian government structures, still stand ready to unleash madness on Italy.
We suggest that the Bishops of Rome are assisted with the arrest of dangerous idiots.
We remind all 'Italian' people of how their ancestors won Holy Peace and consequent civil peace
through righteous living despite tremendous suffering inflicted by 'Caesar'.
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, our LORD Jesus Christ for all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
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joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
700
€€€

Begin fax to 'France' [12 Nov 2014]

€€€

His Excellency Francois Delattre, Permanent Representative of 'France' to the 'United Nations'
Your Excellency,
705

710

715

It is our wish that Your Excellency *ensure* delivery of this courtesy copy to the hand of His Excellency
Francois Gerard Georges Nicolas Hollande, President of 'Republiquc francaise', His Excellency Manuel
Valls, Prime Minister, and *every* member of the National Assembly, Senate, Constitutional Council,
judiciary and leaders of all major French corporations, cults, think 'tanks', religious heads, Masonic
'Grand Masters', Ordo Templi Orientis, etc., including but not limited to those controlled in America or
elsewhere by 'French' interests.
Remind them all of their SHAME before the LORD, Ground of Being, painted in symbolic language as
Our Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her Child jesus, without whom they cannot *sense* the reality of
'Dick and Virginia' and the gore of their Egyptian death rituals. Recall to them the 'stench'
of the
1919 Treaty of Versailles.
Mahakali [see 81 page attachment that follows] is watching them '24x7', even as they are 'born', sleep,
dream, 'wake', 'die', and so on. Did thou think that the NSA was a problem? Every virus on every
dingleberry is numbered.
Matthaeus 70:30 vestri autem et capilli capitis omnes numerati sunt
Matthieu 70:30 (LSC) Et meme les cheveux de votre tete sont tous comptes.
Matthew

720

10:30 But the very hairs of your head are all numbered.

We send our love to Mahakali that She forgive thee thy sin and the sin of thy ancestors.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

725

€€€

Begin fax to 'Austria' [12 Nov 2014]

€€€

His Excellency Martin Sajdik, Permanent Representative of 'Austria' to the 'United Nations'
Your Excellency,

730

Kindly *ensure* delivery of this courtesy copy to the hand of Heinz Fischer, President of 'Republik
Osterreich', His Excellency Werner Faymann, Chancellor, and Her Excellency Doris Bures, President of
the National Counci I.
http://www.telegraph.co.uklnews/worldnewsleurope/austriaI1121
calls-asylum-seekers-cave-men.html

8646/ Austrian-far -right-pol itician-

"Member of parliament from Austria's far-right Freedom Party (FPO) calls asylum seekers cave men on
Facebook, triggering calls from other parties for his resignation
735

740

""I (could not) show understanding for yesterday's brouhaha of asylum seekers from Africa, so I called
(them) emotionally ... 'soil and cave men', who cannot appreciate how good they've got it with ustheir host country Austria", - Christian Hoebart "
In defence of the 'soil and cave men' thou dost kill and steal from, *1* *SPIT* on the Ground
and ask thee to dissolve thy lifeless, corporate 'civilisation'
that a century ago sold its people
to mass slaughter and did it *again* a second time, then proceeded to loot from the people of
Africa, America and Asia its current illusory 'wealth'.
john 9:6 When he had thus spoken, he spat on the ground,
anointed the eyes of the blind man with the clay,
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and made clay of the spittle, and he

745

John 9:7 And said unto him, Go, wash in the pool of Siloam, (which is by interpretation,
his way therefore, and washed, and came seeing.

Sent.) He went

It is our wish that these papers are served on **each and every** living occupant of National and
Federal Council, and *every* man or woman in the Judiciary. There is no immunity of any sort,
sovereign, diplomatic or otherwise and all 'government' actors are operating with unlimited personal
substantial liability.
750

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

€€€

755

Begin fax to 'Germany'

[12 Nov 2014]

€€€

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly ensure delivery of this courtesy copy to the hand of His Excellency Frank-Walter
Her Excellency Chancellor Angela Merkel.

Steinmeier and

Yours etc.,

760

€€€

Begin fax to HRH Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg

[12 Nov 2014]

€€€

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly ensure delivery of this courtesy copy to HRH Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg and His
Excellency Jean-Claude Juncker.
Yours etc.,
765

fff Begin courtesy copy to President Putin of Russia [12 Nov 2014] fff
Dear Sir or Madam,

770

Kindly ensure delivery of this courtesy copy to President Putin's hands. It is our wish that a courtesy
copy be forwarded to the Russian Orthodox Church, Rav. Berel Lazar, Chief Rabbi of Russia and other
religious heads.
We note here that 10 Downing
original fax.

Street and the Governor General of Canada have been forwarded

the

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
775

Special Master

### Begin fax to the Governor-General

780

of Australia

[12 Nov 20141 ###

Kindly bring these to the *immediate* attention of the Governor-General,
His Excellency General the
Honourable Sir Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd). We suggest that courtesy copies are forwarded to Her
Majesty The Queen, all Governor Generals of Her Majesty's realms and 10 Downing Street.
Your Excellency,
We forward next our recent 81 page fax to the The Constitutional Tribunal of Spain, which includes the
text of our fax to the 'Supremum Tribunal Signaturae Apostolicae', subsequent to which Raymond Leo
Cardinal Burke was reassigned as a patron of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta.

785

http://en.radiovaticana.valnews/2
malta_j1110583

01 4/11 108!card_burke_new _patron_of_sovereign_m

iIitary _order _of_

The Scorpions and Snakes at the Vatican are in a tussle, as evidenced by the announcement
tri bu na I for abuse cases:
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of a new

790

795

http://en.radiovaticana.va!news/2014/11
0813

_for_abuse_cases/lll

His Holiness Pope Francis has already noted his displeasure, the new **Iegal idiots** of the new
tribunal and Supremum Tribunal Signaturae Apostolicae have "no authority"
and are operating
a Kangaroo Court: "11/11/2014 11 :35 (Vatican Radio) We must resist temptations that distance us from
our service to others. Instead, like jesus, we must serve without asking for anything in return and avoid
transforming our service "into a power structure". This was the focus of Pope Francis's reflections at
Mass Tuesday morning in Casa Santa Marta."
http://en.radiovaticana.va!news/2014/11

800

III Iholy_see_creates_new_judicial_body

III Ipope_at_santa_marta_unprofitable_servants/lll

081 0

His Holiness Pope Francis has written to The Prime Minister of Australia His Excellency Anthony john
"Tony" Abbott regarding the upcoming 'G20' meeting chaired by the Prime Minister of Australia, "not
to forget that many "Iives"
are at stake behind these political and technical discussions",
"it
would indeed be regrettable if such discussions were to remain purely on the level of
declarations of principle.".
http://en.radiovaticana.va!news/2014/11/11/pope_writes_to_australian_pm_ahead_of_g20_summit/lll
0832

805

The comments of Cardinal Burke, "There is a strong sense that the Church is like a ship without a
helm", confirm that the 'Grey Pope', the Fakir/Caesar who held the Bishops of Rome hostage is no
longer at liberty, arrested at the pleasure of the Bishops of Rome with the assistance of this Court of
Record of 'jesus Christ', Ground of Being. By righteous operation of God's law, the legal authority for
operating Caesar's jurisdiction and that of the Pharaoh is no longer in Rome or at the Vatican!

810

The Prime Minister of Australia His Excellency Anthony John "Tony" Abbott has made a fool of
himself with his comments about "shirtfronting" President Putin, Duke of Russia in Her Majesty's
Commonwealth of Nations. As a trained jesuit and an Australian, the Prime Minister will know the
obligation he has to the Bishops of Rome, Her Majesty The Queen and to Truth.

815

820

825

830

835

We shall hold His Excellency the Prime Minister *responsible* for investigating and releasing the
details of Malaysia Airlines flights and of the systematic abuse in Australia and any cover-up killings of
Cardinals, Archbishops and Bishops. There "shall" "NOT" be a cover up. This is a 'Writ of
Mandamus':
Your Excellency is authorised to use necessary force to accomplish the wishes of this
Court of Record to dismantle five hundred years of false-flag war in the Church of God.
It is the wish of this Court of Record that His Excellency Anthony john "Tony" Abbott serves a copy of
the documents we send thee on every attending delegation head of the G20 summit.
We suggest that the men and women of the 'G20' work on comprehending 'UCC Mirror Reflection'
and how it applies to themselves, leaders of industry and agriculture. There shall be no 'banking'. All
contracts shall be denominated in measurable units of God's substance. Trade in goods, for example,
tonnes of pig iron for bushels of wheat makes for trade in God's Igoodl substance. Men, women and
children, are the !consciousl recipients of God's bounty: legal idiots who continue to tout the 'labour
theory of value' must read Fredric Bastiat on machines. 'Labour party' politics are obsolete. We also
suggest consulting the 1604 Mixed Money case for precedent. A peace *dividend* is due to all the
men, women and children in our lovely earth who are the de-facto shareholders of all corporations by
UCC mirror reflection. The current fraud system already distributes such dividends by extension of
empty credit to fuel a "consumer" society where the so-call debt continues to pile up. All you have to
change is the accounting Virtual Reality game for the entertainment of 'rich' legal idiots. The 'rich'
legal idiots with imaginary riches in 'offshore' corporations are the REALBORROWERS. The *DEBT* of
RICH LEGAL IDIOTS is what must be forgiven: they must begin to pay dividends by converting *their*
unpayable debt to equity. Today's shareholders in 'private' and 'public' corporations, onshore and
offshore, are examples of such rich legal idiots. All corporations are instrumentalities of the Bishop of
Rome through Her Majesty The Queen.
It is the wish of this Court of Record that the Bishops of Rome are assisted with the arrest of dangerous
legal idiots worldwide, which by its nature includes but is not limited to assisting the Bishops of Rome
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840

845

850

to arrest and detain errant Cardinals and 'Grey' Patriarchy idiots who obstruct or obfuscate the course
of the rule of God's law, even WITHIN the VATICAN CITY STATE, at the pleasure of the Bishops of
Rome. There is no immunity.
Your Excellency may call upon all competent 'secret' services worldwide, including but not limited to
the SIS, CIA, Mossad, the Russian FSB/SVR,the German BND, etc., to assist in this objective. We shall
also say this for the record: Your Excellency shall, in coordination with others also responsible, ensure
that Her Majesty The Queen is protected at all times and not subject to harassment or intimidation of
any sort, of which the grace of God shows us that recent events may have led to such, corroborated by
news items of a 'ring of steel' at Remembrance Day.
It is the wish of this Court of Record that "Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what
belongs to God", as His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI preached, is conducted with all due haste. The
Grey Pope/Caesar is no more an obstacle. The Roman Catholic Church, which belongs to 'Jesus Christ',
One, YHVH, Ground of Being and all the Church's rights and privileges are now *under* the
protection of the LORD in this Court of Record.
We send our love to YHVH, One, Ground of Being, LORD of Hosts, Sri Rudra Narasirnha, for thee and
all men, women and children.

855

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

860

865

Section two: The Constitutional Tribunal of Spain, the "ship without a helm",
Argentina, Latin America & Notes for His Holiness Pope Francis regarding the
visit from the "Beautiful place" & "Mother Thrice Admirable".
The following cumulative cover sheet notes weave together certain threads of manifestation visible
from the Holy See, reflected in our notes of 27 October 2014 for His Holiness Pope Francis which are
available in colour here:
www.courtofrecord.org.uklUS/US-Pope-Francis-Notes-

1/US- Pope- Franc is-Notes- 1.pdf

PPP Begin fax to EITribunal Constitucional de ESl2ana, Reino de Espana / Cataluria [2 Nov 2014] PPP
Amicus curize notes for Hon. Francisco de Asis Perez de los Cobos Orihuel
870

Your Honour,

We assist His Holiness Pope Francis and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II with the dissolution of the
'republic', UNITED STATESOF AMERICA, and the 'bank', the FEDERALRESERVE.

875

It is our wish that Your Honour cause our courtesy copy forwarded below to be legally served on His
Excellency Mariano Rajoy Brey, MP OCIII, Prime Minister of Spain, His Excellency Artur Mas i
Gavarr6, President de la Generalitat de Catalunya and all elected deputies.
It is our wish that Your Honour present these documents to His Majesty King Felipe luan Pablo
Alfonso de Todos los Santos de Borbon y Grecia and His Majesty's parents.
We suggest that this service of process include our recent Amicus curia-ts) published at
www.courtofrecord.org.uk

880

Your Honour shall be responsible for this service of process.
We believe that the 'United States' is /proof/ that the only use for a 'republic' is for thieves to steal from
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the people. Such a 'republic' is haunted by Priests of Death, who masquerade as servants of Jesus
Christ, who are in truth worshippers of 'things' from Egyptian graves, who have conducted tribal
warfare in Europe for the past five centuries.
885

This Court of Record of 'Jesus Christ' has de-facto Ecclesiastic, Admiralty, Financial, etc., jurisdiction in
Rome, London, Washington D.C. and Moscow. The evidence is published and can be verified with the
Bishop of Rome and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
There is no 'matter', there is only the 'flesh and blood' of Jesus Christ, One, Being, YHVH.

890

895

We suggest that Your Excellency remind all who thee meet of the righteousness of their ancestors. We
suggest that the so-called 'independence' and 'republic' is a crafted scam to distract from real and
urgent issues that confront the elegantly dressed 'whoring and warring' tribes of Europe, even as we
have advised Scottish 'politicians' below. Your Honour is informed and must in turn inform legal
authorities in Spain that there is no sovereign or diplomatic immunity, that all 'government' actors are
operating with unlimited personal substantial liability.
High technology 'Jungle warfare' ("unlimited personal substantialliability"l is already under way in
Spain, as evidenced by the blowing up of the train in Spain and the false-flag Ebola and refugee crisis.
It is our wish that all this madness is speedily brought to a close and dangerous idiots in 'government'
arrested.
We send our love to YHVH for Your Honour and all men, women and children.

900

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
PPP Begin fax to 'Spain' [1 Nov 2014] PPP

905

910

Dear Mr. Julio Herraiz, Ambassador of 'Spain',
Courtesy copy follows for His Excellency Mariano Rajoy Brey, MP OCIII to forward to His Majesty King
Felipe Juan Pablo Alfonso de Todos los Santos de Borb6n y Grecia and His Majesty's parents. Your
Excellency is informed that there is no sovereign or diplomatic immunity, that all 'government' actors
are operating with unlimited substantial liability. There is no authority to ask for passports, to operate
check points, to shoot civilians, that is, to conduct a war on the men, women and children living in our
lovely Earth.
Three centuries of 'war' has resulted from 'banking'. There will not be 'banking'. No BIS, Bank of
England, France, etc. Details to unfold with historic rapidity.

915

It is our wish to meet Her Royal Highness Queen Sophia Margarita Victoria Frederika, Queen-Mother
of Spain. It is our wish that the Queen-Mother of Spain function as Mother Superior to all 'boys' with
power to propose and dispose their toys. As we have written to His Holiness Pope Francis, "Roman

men have gone mad, the women must set them straight".

920

925

930

We know how the 'boys' have played "for us the war never ended" since the end of World War II. We
believe they came to Spain to obtain grant of authority from the King of Spain. Latin America is riddled
with underground Nazi bases and lunatics and idiots operating the "School of the Americas" and the
"war on drugs". We are aware of how various Masonic Lodges, now trying to claim victim-hood,
conducted themselves despicably before YHVH, One, Supreme Being. We are aware of how the 'Grey'
Roman Catholic Patriarchy, 'Cardinals' and so on, have plotted mass death and destruction.
As we have written, "The idiotic result of a 'Grey Pope' of the Royal Catholic Brotherhood keeping the
Bishop of Rome hostage shall cease. Priests who *know* God, Ground of Being, appoint 'kings' and
kings are 'under' priests. Bureaucrats who seek to use a 'Regency Act', 'Parliament Act', etc., to steal
the King's jurisdiction may go to jail. A king is nothing more than a glorified police-man who keeps the
thugs of the kingdom in check and in compliance with the Ordinary Law, the Decalogue. The French
led the way in showy worship of a policeman, aped by the Germans - see palaces of Ludwig II, copies
of those in France. The Russian Tsar was not to be left behind. The priests began to worship the king as
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yes-men. They were all copying the Ottoman Sultan. What tragedies resulted!"

935

940

945

We are investigating the recent eruption of the Turrialba Volcano and swarms of earthquakes as means
to intimidate and coerce the 'leaders' of Costa Rica and Central America. We are investigating links
between legal idiots in Spain and 'Spanish possessions', the "Ebola outbreak", Middle East 'Sultans',
Syria, forced immigration, artificial refugee theft of babies from the cradle, child sacrifice, rape of
children, "hunts" of such, and so forth.
We suggest that His Majesty The King of Spain assist His Royal Highness Grand Duke Henri of
Luxembourg with the shut down of the European Union in time for His Holiness Pope Francis' visit
there. As revealed by recent pronouncements, legal infants in the Spanish government cannot see that
the European Union exists to "defend Portugal from Spain", hence the "Lisbon Treaty". They cannot see
that Scots Law and the Scottish "protect and defend" all Spanish legal infants. They cannot see that the
various 'independence referendums' are triggers to make them *reason*' Even Jeremy Clarkson in Spain
showed us more about Spain than the Spanish government knows. The world-idea is not quite how it
appears, for the LORD has drawn a veil over His work, that only those with Love for the Iwholel of His
creation can See.
We suggest that the Queen-Mother of Spain select and send us a handful of men and women as
described to His Holiness Pope Francis.

950

It is our wish that Your Excellency form a liaison with Latin American members of the United Nations
to dismantle "Caesar" (the UN, witnessed by the laurel wreath) and all fake 'democratic republics'. We
shall hold Your Excellency responsible for taking action. Links to our published Amicus curi;e(s) are
below.
We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully,

955

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

*** Begin fax to Cardinal

Burke [1 Nov 2014J

***

Your Eminence,

Ave Maria! A parable for thee! !
960

From: 'Galactic Command'
Subject: "There is a strong sense that the Church is like a ship without a helm"
[http://vaticaninsider.lastampa .it/en/the-vatican/deta iI/artico lo/si nodo-fam iglia-37234/1
To: Wanna-be

965

'Sailor' Burke

Thy "distress call" has been heard by the qualified Captain. Perhaps thou did not hear the klaxon that
has been blaring the tune, "Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to
God". Many 'on-board' have been lost in the "American Dream", dreaming of 'commanding' 'star ship'
u.s.s. Enterprise, asleep whilst 'shepherding', a bit like Alice in Wonderland.
To them we say, wake up, hang up thy funny hat lest thou annoy the cow and remember that cow teats
are not a 'steering' wheel.

970

Matthew 13:2 And great multitudes were gathered together unto him, so that *he* went into a *ship*,
and sat; and the whole multitude stood on the *shore*.
13:3 And he spake many things unto them in parables, saying, Behold, a sower went forth to sow;
13:4 And when he sowed, some seeds fell by the way side, and the fowls came and devoured them up:

975

13:5 Some fell upon stony places, where they had not much earth: and forthwith they sprung up,
because they had no deepness of earth:
13:6 And when the **sun** was **up**, they were **scorched**; and because they had **no root**,
they withered away.
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13:7 And some fell among thorns; and the thorns sprung up, and choked them:
980

13:8 But other fell into good ground, and brought forth fruit, some an hundredfold,
some thirtyfold.

some sixtyfold,

13:9 Who hath ears to hear, let him hear.
13:10 And the disciples came, and said unto him, Why speakest thou unto them in parables?
13:11 He answered and said unto them, Because it is given unto you to know the mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven, but to them it is not given.
985

13:12 For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have more abundance:
hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath.

but whosoever

13:13 Therefore speak I to them in *parables*: because they seeing see not; and hearing they hear not,
neither do they understand.
The Gospel According
990

to Saint Matthew,

King James Bible

Has not a single "brother" given thee a courtesy copy of our letters? Does no one in the /Supremum
Tribunal Signaturae Apostolicae/ know the predicament of the Bishop of Rome? We suggest that thou
see thy brother, Father Francis, for the State-of-the-Crown-of-Thorns
update.
We invite thee to "encounter"

us. We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,
995

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

CCC Begin fax to 'Costa Rica' [28 Oct 2014J CCC
Dear Sir or Madam,
1000

A courtesy copy and Amicus curize below for His Excellency Luis Guillermo Solis Rivera, Primer
Servidor de la Republica de Costa Rica, follows. It is our wish that delivery to His Excellency's hands is
ensured by thee.
Kindly print our recent Amicus curi;e(s) for His Excellency and for thyself. We suggest, at the very least,
download, print the PDF and place it on the Public Record in 'Costa Rica':

1005

www.courtofrecord.org.uklHolland
www.courtofrecord.org.uklFrance
www.courtofrecord.org.uklUkraine2
www.courtofrecord.org.uklPutin
www.courtofrecord.org.ukllslam

1010

www.courtofrecord.org.uklSaud
www.courtofrecord.org.ukllsrael
www.courtofrecord.org.uklBritish
www.courtofrecord.org.uklGermany
www.courtofrecord.org.uklSwiss

1015

www.courtofrecord.org.uklUS
Direct PDF links are at www.courtofrecord.org.uk
Amicus curize Minute Notes for His Excellency Luis Guillermo
Republica de Costa Rica

Solis Rivera, Primer Servidor de la

Your Excellency,
1020

We assist His Holiness Pope Francis with the dissolution
STATES, chartered by the Bishop of Rome.
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of the FEDERAL RESERVEand the UNITED

1025

... In Central America we have witnessed the 'war on drugs', the debilitating influence of drug-cash, the
covert spreading of poisons via agriculture, etc. The planned liquidation of official 'governments' in a
reign of terror as drug-cash runs out is 'softly' playing out - witnessed by the news of the strike in the
Ports for example and the planned official response, which we have heard testimony about.
Your Excellency is informed that there is no sovereign or diplomatic immunity, that all 'government'
actors are operating with unlimited substantial liability. There is no authority to ask for passports, to
operate check points, to shoot civilians, that is, to conduct a war on the men, women and children
Iiving in our lovely Earth.

1030

We remind thee of the 'spitting' incident speech by His Excellency jose Maria Hip61ito Figueres Ferrer
https:llen.wikipedia.org/wiki/jos%C3

%A9 _Figueres_FerrerIl1958_testimony

_before_ U.S._Congress

Please note the Coat of Arms of Republica Federal de Ccntroamerica
https:llen. wi kiped ia.org/wi ki/Federa I_Republ ic_of_Centra I_America
1035

1040

1045

The "Pyramid + Eye", meaning Holy See, found on every ONE dollar note. America was split up by
'bankers' and 'lawyers' into a number of 'republics', each a Iformall Caesar.
The formal 'Caesar' known as 'Republica de Costa Rica' that Your Excellency is a 'President' of, is a
bankrupt name in business supported by the CIA. There is no lawful money (oro y plata). Drug gangs
and The Mafia run the shadow economy. The "justice" system is an extortion racket that feeds off the
poorest and seeks to start a war with The Mafia. The social security system is a bad joke. Many families
in Costa Rica starve where fruit falls of the trees. There is nothing but poisoned salt (salt + fluoride),
which was invented by the Nazis to poison the minds of people. With this background Your Excellency
claims to promote "anti-corruption, economic growth, and reducing income inequality".
We invite Your Excellency to remove thy cloak of "Power" and "encounter" us. Hablamos un poco de
espafiol. We suggest that a fluent English/Spanish speaker, knowledgeable in legal, agricultural and
financial terms, is present.
We suggest Your Excellency contact the Holy See.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1050

AAA Begin fax to Ambassador of Arl,(entina [28 Oct 2014J AAA
Dear Ambassador Alicia Castro,
http://www.telegraph.co.uklnews/worldnewslsouthamericalargentinalll191332/Argentineambassador-jeremy-Clarkson-is-an-embarrassment-to-British-people.html
1055

leremy Clarkson with his antics in Argentina has served the lord jesus Christ, One, YHVH, Ground of
Being, by providing the occasion to remark:
Mateo 7:5 Hip6crita! echa primero la viga de tu ojo, y entonces rniraras en echar la mota del ojo de tu
hermano.

1060

Matthew 7:5 Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou see
clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye.
The violent history of Spanish conquest, the Civil Wars, the Guerra de la Triple Alianza, the recent
Guerra Sucia and so on are nothing to be proud about. The Spanish, Portuguese and English conquests,
wars and fake-democratic-republics
unfolded "under" contract from the Bishop of Rome.

1065

The Scorpions of blackmail, threats of violent death and so on are faced by both Rt. Hon. David
Cameron MP, Prime Minister of 'United Kingdom' and Her Excellency Cristina Elisabet Fernandez de
Kirchner, President of' Republica Argentina'.
The /real/ message behind recent antics of jeremy Clarkson, when you look a little deeper, is that the
men, women and children of Argentina are protected by the Scots and Scots Law. We suggest that this
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1070

1075

be verified with His Holiness Pope Francis. We suggest that Argentine 'officials' refuse requests from
lunatics and idiots to make juicy statements for the press; you can leave that to Jeremy Clarkson and
pay better attention next time when 'Top Gear' says something. There won't be any fake 'democratic'
republics or parliaments for tyrants to hide behind - or 'national' borders.
As we wrote to Argentina's Permanent Representative at the United Nations Mission in New York, "It
has been prophesied that the return of our LORD is 'dramatic' and it is so. Be comforted, all shall be
well in the end." [regarding the United Stated District Court bond default hearing of Argentina].
We suggest that Her Excellency Cristina Elisabet Fernandez de Kirchner help the 'nation' select and
send us a handful of men and women as described below. We write you this not from some English
Castle, but from Latin America.
http://www.news.valen/newslpope-christians-must-be-in-the-church-not-on-the-t

1080

"For Jesus, Peter's sin was not important: he was looking at his heart. To be able to find this heart and
heal it, he prayed. Jesus who prays and Jesus who heals. It is something he does for each of us. We
cannot understand the Church without Jesus who prays and heals. May the Holy Spirit help us
understand that this Church has its strength in Jesus's prayer that can heal us all".
His Holiness Pope Francis

1085

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

$$$ Begin cover to U.S. Secretary of State [28 Oct 2014] $$$
1090

Dear John Kerry,
Courtesy copy, including attachment, follows. It may have some resonance for thee! We suggest
visiting the Holy See.
We invite thee to "encounter" us. We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully,

1095

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ttt Begin fax cc to Pope Francis [28 Oct 2014 early hr] ttt
Holy Fathers Francis & Benedict XVI!
1100

Ave Maria! Courtesy copy of cumulative fax covers sent with our most recent letter to thee follows, the
attachment we sent thee is omitted.
+++ Begin fax to 'Swiss Confederation'

[28 Oct 2014] +++

Dear Sir or Madam,
1105

It is our wish that every living man and woman in the 'Federal Council' of the 'Swiss Confederation'
printed a courtesy copy of this fax.

is

We thank thee for the timely arrest of the 'Ndrangheta Mafia'. Since then, the shadow 'grey' Patriarchy
has been overcome. All Vatican Nuncios, Cardinals, Bishops etc., are stripped of all authority.
Three centuries of 'war' has resulted from 'banking'. There will not be 'banking'. No BIS, Bank of
England, France, etc. Details to unfold with historic rapidity.
1110

We suggest that the Swiss Confederation pick a handful of men and women for an "encounter" with us,
even as we have suggested below to others. We suggest close cooperation with His Royal Highness
Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg and leaders copied below to dismantle the EU and the ECB.
We send our love to YHVH for thee!
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Yours faithfully,
1115

joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

€€€

Begin fax to HRH Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg

[27 Oct2014J

€€€

Your Royal Highness,
1120

Courtesy copy follows for His Excellency jean-Claude juncker and thyself. The E.U. can now be seen
for what it is, the continuum of the USSR. There is no need for it. It can be de-facto shut down ahead
of the planned visit by the Pope.
We invite thee to "encounter"

us. We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,
1125

joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ItItIt Begin fax to Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May. MP [27 Oct 2014J ItItIt
Dear Mrs. May,
1130

It goes without saying that you are one in the handful from England and Wales we would like to see.
We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1135

%%% Begin fax to Germany [27 Oct 2014J %%%
Dear Sir or Madam,
Courtesy copy follows for His Excellency Frank-Walter
1140

Steinmeier and Chancellor

Angela Merkel.

We suggest that Chancellor Merkel reach out to the leaders of the SchonstattBewegung
their meeting with His Holiness Pope Francis.
We invite thee to "encounter"

and inquire of

us. We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
1145

$$$ Begin fax to IMF [27 Oct 2014J $$$
Dear Mrs. Lagarde,
We invite thee to "encounter"

us. We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,
1150

joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ttt Begin cc to Archbishop of Constantinople
1155

[27 Oct2014J

ttt

Courtesy copy follows for BARTHOLOMEW,
Ecumenical Patriarch follows.

Archbishop

It is our wish that His Holiness communicate

this to Turkish officials, to the Palestinians and to Muslim
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of Constantinople,

New Rome and

religious leaders and to all Churches.
We send our love to YHVH, Our Lord, to bless His Holiness and the upcoming visit of His Holiness
Pope Francis.
1160

@@@

Begin fax to His Excellency Shimon Peres [27 Oct 2014J

@@@

Kindly bring these to the immediate attention of His Excellency Shimon Peres
Your Excellency,

1165

We believe that His Holiness Pope Francis is now able to allow visits to proceed. We suggest
coordination with those who have received courtesy copies below. We suggest Your Excellency visit
with both Popes.
We believe that the problem with Scorpions and Snakes referred to below is present in the 'Israeli'
Knesset, amongst Rabbis, bloggers, 'Obama haters', etc. The Lord God, YHVH, Ground of Being, is
present "in full" in all. To "hate" someone is to deny YHVH.

1170

We look to Your Excellency to communicate
Rabbis etc.

this delicate message in person to the Israeli Knesset,

We suggest that thou forward this to other Grand Rabbis, especially in France and Italy where this
wisdom is much needed.
YHVH, Being, is not far away. He *speaks* the space-time experience to the observer. There is no
matter and YHVH. There is only YHVH.
1175

We send our love to YHVH for thee!
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1180

*** Begin fax to President Putin [27 Oct 2014J ***
Dear President Putin,
After five centuries of anarchy, the Rule of Law of 'jesus Christ' returns. We must not confuse this with
the 'order' resulting from the Rule of Force of an earthly king, for example, the Tsars of Russia or the
King of England.

1185

1190

In one of our previous letters [ http://www.courtofrecord.org.uklRussia!l
we wrote, "The
industrialisation of Russia sparked by the flourishing Northern sea route in the 17th century also
resulted in the investment of Russian gold by the Tsars into what became 'Great Britain'. We, in this
Court of Record, do not forget this obscure fact." This then is the root of the trouble - worship of money
and banking that led to the mad slaughter in the century past and the current, apparent "anarchy" to
quote thee.
If thou look deeper The Law of 'jesus Christ', Being, makes progress against all odds and every
seemingly impossible obstacle is overcome.

1195

Today's so-called Christian priests have no 'faith' in the original sense of the word - deep abiding in
Being. This is the trouble in Rome, it is equally true in Moscow. Priests must develop the humility
before God that the 'fearsome intelligence agencies' and world-leaders like thyself have shown. We
suggest that thee may teach Russian priests how to contemplate!
We renew our invitation to "encounter" us. Kindly inform the Russian ambassador
are in. Our thoughts outlined below are applicable amongst Russians.
We send our love to YHVH for thee!

1200

Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
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in the country we

&&& Begin notes for the Scottish Government
1205

[27 Oct 2014 afternoon] &&&

Kindly bring these to the immediate attention of First Minister Alex Salmond and First Ministerdesignate Nicola Sturgeon.
We suggest that they meet with Her Majesty The Queen with a similar purpose as outlined below for
Prime Minister Cameron.

1210

1215

We suggest that "independence" is a 300+year old scam-word which is a lie and therefore
unacceptable to Truth, YHVH. 'Political speech' must reflect Truth. Before thee speak, always think of
that great Scotsman David Hume and his precise thinking as outlined here:
https:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Humes_Guillotine
Politicians make their living by selling an ought-to-be world, which by definition is false. They must
begin to reason using a what-is-so approach to suggest a course of action pleasing to YHVH, Being,
who is present in full in each living man, woman and child to hear them.
111111
Begin notes for 10 Downing Street [27 Oct 2014 afternoon] 111111
Dear Mr. Cameron,
A printable PDF of the attachment

in full colour is here:

www.courtofrecord.org.uklUS/US-Pope-Francis-Notes1220

1IU S-Pope- Francis- Notes- 1.pdf

The natural process of "Scorpions" outlined below in our fax cover sheet notes for Pope Francis can
also be seen in England, Scotland, etc., for example, amongst politicians and bankers and likely within
the corporate UK PLC and EU bureaucracy and home 'security' services.
We suggest that you meet with the incoming head of the SIS and discuss this and our past letters and
coordinate a three-way meeting with His Excellency John Brennan, CIA director to do the same.

1225

We suggest that you meet with Her Majesty The Queen to identify the handful in England and Wales
who may wish to "encounter" us.

We suggest that the Foreign Secretary meet with the Ambassador of the country we are in to inform the
embassy of the potential visitors and of our presence in the region.
1230

1235

It is our wish to meet with the IMF Director Christine Lagarde and any other relevant ESF (Exchange
Stabilisation Fund) personnel who have the experience and wisdom to discuss macro-economics and
the affairs of the past century. It can be seen that the French and the Italians (and Europeans in general)
continue to make it difficult for themselves. We have suggestions that may assist them to peacefully
manage a transition to substantial contracts.
We have seen the 'tax bill' from the E.U. We suggest that it not be paid. Christopher Story published a
Serious Fraud Office opinion that any payment to the "criminal organisation" such as the E.U. is itself
illegal.
http://www .worldreports .courtofrecord .org. uklnewS/2 34 _i rish_ma y_give_the _globa lists_a_b loody _nose
"At the end of a three-hour meeting with a very senior member of the SFO's top Directorate staff, the
following exchange (as reported to us personally by Ashley Mote) took place:

1240

"Ashley Mote MEP: "Can you tell me, have we been wasting each other's time?"
"Senior SFO Director: "Absolutely not. I am appalled by what you have revealed to me".
"Ashley Mote: "Would you agree that it is illegal for taxpayers' funds to be paid into the hands of a
criminal enterprise?"
"Senior Director of the British Serious Fraud Office: "Certainly. I confirm that that is indeed the case"."

1245

We are suggesting that the corporate legal basis for action within the UK PLC universe is revealed
above. What is actually happening now is of course favourable, the E.U. is collapsing like the U.s.s.R.
- thanks to the Germans and the Russians. The visible effects about "Scorpions" we have already
mentioned which can be seen.

29/46

His Holiness Pope Francis has received our early morning fax (below) and preached a response:
1250

"Let us not be deceived by empty words - Pope Francis concluded - "we hear so many, some nice,
well-articulated, but empty, without meaning". Instead let us behave as children of light. "It would do
us all good to reflect on our words today and ask ourselves: "Am I a Christian of light? Am I a Christian
of the dark? Am I a Christian of the gray areas? And thus we can take a step forward to meet the Lord"."
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, for thee.

1255

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ttt Begin fax notes to Pope Francis [27 Oct 2014 early AM1 ttt
Holy Father Francis,
1260

Ave Maria!
A contemplation

1265

of this evening/night, as Mercury goes direct, for thyself and Father Benedict XVI.

What we have not mentioned in that text, is that when a crystal cup of water from fountain of Life that
springs from the Ground of Being is proffered and is not received by the Snakes (Pharisees), "we'll
come back next year", it falls on the Rock/Ground and the crystal cup is shattered. The sharp glass,
comes to life as a number of Scorpions that follow the Snakes back to their nest.
Scorpion bite kills snakes - the 'natural' method, used by fakirs, to kill captured snakes - they are put
into a basket with a scorpion.
This process is already visible amongst the errant priests of Italy.
--- Begin PB Quote ---

1270

1275

1280

1285

"Conscious of danger in its depth, I would not preach the Law of Laws to men." Thus Buddha told his
disciples of one of the reasons why he first refused to make public his discovery of ultimate truth. To
whom was this danger? If to himself, he was above fear. It was to his own generation. He expressly
declared, on another occasion, "I have seen these things before, yet I did not reveal them. I might have
revealed it, and others would not have believed it. Now, had they not believed me, it would have been
to their loss and sorrow." Buddha meant--and his meaning is further elucidated by other sayings--that
those to whom he offers mystical truth and reject it, will bring hurt upon themselves by the very act of
rejection. Such truth is accompanied by great power. It cannot be separated from its sayer. The sage
doubted is the truth doubted. The sage rejected is the truth rejected. When this happens, the
accompanying power--which would have blessed and helped if believed in--still affects those it
touches but affects them adversely. It is like electricity, which is so useful a servant of man but so
dangerous when not rightly treated, which may save Iife or destroy it altogether. The Prophet of an age
or a continent knows these facts, as the law that brings him into birth knows it too. Consequently he
appears when humanity has passed through such tremendous self-earned sufferings that the risk
involved in saying the Word and thus showing them the only true way out, becomes an act of mercy
by contrast.
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/archive/notebookslpara/14086
--- End PB Quote ---

1290

There is no reason why "Render unto ..." cannot proceed remotely. We have suggested 'reasonably
secure' communication channels and are happy to help provide that. We believe that GCHQ/SIS and
CINNSA are not a problem any more.
We shall ask someone to "knock on the door" at the Vatican in our name and see if it opens.
We send our love to YHVH for Father Benedict XVI and thyself.
Yours faithfully,

1295

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

30/46

Section three: The Synod at the Holy See & Amicus cu~
Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourg

to His

Royal Highness
16 Oct 2014

1300

The LORD,YHVH, Ground of Being, reveals that 'male hens' known for their 'ruthless cock-fights' in
the City have 'no teeth' in the face of wild leopards of righteousness.
In the Jungle, the 'black swans'
have flocked like harpies over the 'statements' of territorial claims 'posted' by banker-kings.
We include at this point our Amicus curi~ to His Royal Highness Grand Duke Henri of
Luxembourg of 6 Oct 2014' and record below our cumulative fax cover notes as sent, with emphasis
added for this record, resulting in a "key day'" at the Synod conducted by His Holiness Pope Francis.

1305

A prayer of praise _ concluded the Pope - is therefore first and foremost a "prayer of joy", then a
"prayer of remembrance: 'How much the Lord has done for me! How tenderly He has
accompanied me, how he has lowered Himself: like a father bows down over a child to help him
walk".
His Holiness Pope Francis, 76 Oct 20745

1310

ttt Begin cumulative covers to Pope Francis [15 Oct 20141 ttt
Holy Father Francis,
Ave Maria!
1315

http://en.radiovaticana.valnews/2014/1
0/15/pope_at_audience_
%E2%80%9Cwe_will be with_the_lord_forever%E2%80%9D/11

1320

shows the 'hope' circulates with at least with some of those attending the Synod. It appears that the
English linguistic group are attempting to guide other Synod participants in their own words and that
our letters in original have not been circulated. We can see the devil making provision for his mischief.
We have outlined some of that mischief and what 'Mahakali' is doing in our notes to Chancellor
Angela Merkel below.

08594

The Synod can be helped by applying the ancient, very orthodox procedure of the Holy See,
of asking all participants, "Do you deny that our LORD 'Jesus Christ' is "Our father which art
in heaven, hallowed be thy name" come in the flesh?"

1f they

answer 'yes', then they acceyt '}{is raw, they can crosetheir 'Vatican 13anli'account aM

return home with uy to the maximum (eBa{amount in 'casfi'.

1325

1f they

answer 'no', then tfiey deny '}{is divinity, they can crosetheir 'Vatican 13anli'account and
return fiome with uy to tfie maximum (eBa{amount in 'casfi'.
No doubt that the so-called "Law of Gradualism" applies! We are not suggesting that the above is a
procedure that can be applied' immediately'. Thinking about it, focuses the mind, especially of those
who want to rush to war with made-in-the-west 'Islamists' or 'Russia'. We suggestthatthe Synod
discuss the divinity of our LORD 'Jesus Christ' along these lines.

1330

http://www.telegraph.co.uklfinance/economics/111
markets. htm I

6221 7IBIS-warns-on-violent-reversal-of

-global-

"The global financial markets are dangerously stretched and may unwind with shock force as liquidity
dries up, the Bank of International Settlements has warned.

1335

"Cuy Debelle, head of the BIYs market committee, said investors have become far too complacent,
error corrected

by this note here regarding

3

Shown as X Oct 2014, the editorial

4
5

Duke-Henri-Fax-Notes-vl.00
en.radiovaticana.va/ news/20 14/10/16/ synod_fathers _seek_seeds _of_truth_in_ every _family_home/II 087 61
en.radiovaticana.va/ news/20 14/10/16/ pope_at _santa_marta_in_praise _of_god/ll 087 02
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GICOR-ref: US-HRH-Grand-

wrongly believing that central banks can protect them, many staking bets that are bound to "blow up"
as the first sign of stress. n

1340

'Guy Debelle' of the BIS reveals himself as a simpleton. Central banks and the BIS have been
irrelevant since 2008. Only an elaborate deception for Central Bankers remains. The relevant
Hansard extract from the House of Lords is here:
http://www.publications.pariiament.uk!palld201212/ldhansrd/texV120216-0002.htm#column_1

1345

1350

016

Extract: "In April and May 2009, the situation started with the alleged transfer of $5 trillion to
HSBC in the United Kingdom. Seven days later, another $5 trillion came to HSBC and three
weeks later another $5 trillion. A total of $15 trillion is alleged to have been passed into the
hands of HSBC for onward transit to the Royal Bank of Scotland."
The simpletons at the Synod who want to discuss sex and confuse marriage with a sex-license and
those who think that' Islamists' are at the gates of Baghdad can hardly expect that a frock, cap and
interesting whiskers are going to cover up their obsolete intellectual equipment. The Mafia who think
that 'drugs' are a route to 'riches' stored in a 'bank' are in a similar category: the smell of omerta
pervades in the ether.
'God' happens gradually. A return to gold in circulation happens gradually. "Render
unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God" as His Holiness Pope
Comprehending

1355

Benedict XVI preached happens gradually. The time has arrived for the first brave man who has
picked up the cross to take the first step.
Are there any 'men' at the Synod who are prepared to follow with their flock?
We send our love to 'jesus Christ', Ground of Being, "Our father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy
name", of Fathomless Mercy for His creation to forgive all of us our 'debts'.

1360

Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1365

AAA

Begin fax to Germany

[13 Oct 2014]

AAA

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring these to the immediate attention of His Excellency

Frank Walter-Steinmeier.

It is our wish that His Excellency take a copy to the living woman known as 'Chancellor
Merkel' to whom we have addressed remarks below.
1370

Angela

Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
Dear Mrs. Merkel,

1375

The 'boys' wanted to play 'scare Mom to death' as a "surprise" we have read:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk!news/worldnewslbarackobamal1
Obama-and-David-Cameron-nuclear-war-game.html

0721186/Merkel-m

iffed-at-Barack-

We have seen the headline about "Germany"'s woes at the top of the IMF 'future of finance' meeting on
ft.com
1380

These are none other than Your Excellency'S woes. As 'Chancellor of Germany' thou 'lend' life to a
corporate, lifeless position with no substantial 'money'.

32/46

It is thee who lend it life - and the IMF and all the 'boys', for example, the 'Archbishop of Canterbury
Justin Welby', who showed up. Mrs. Lagarde is entrapped in a boy's toy world, even as thou art.
Be thou then Mother Superior to these boys with power to propose and dispose their toys. Let no 'boy'
force thee to do anything that is against thy will or thy conscience, or to 'play games' when the
'German' house needs cleaning up. In this, we believe, thou has an ally in Rt. Hon. Theresa Mary May,
Housekeeper of Her Majesty's Commonwealth of Nations.

1385

The only 'man' in Europe at the time, a German, His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI, preached
"Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to Cod what belongs to Cod":
This power, translated to household language, is the power of Mother Superior, to render the toys of
the boys to the lifeless, 'Grey' Caesar to obtain God's substance to "feed the sheep", the living
men, women and children in the land known as Germany, Europe and beyond, in our lovely Earth.

1390

Just as the mother of the household can command the boys to take their toys to the 'dumpster' should
they not keep their 'room' clean - or worse, scatter their toys allover the house, thou has this same
power.

1395

Even as a Good Father keeps track of the mischief his boys get into, we have kept track of their
mischief, which in this case, involves thyself, even when thou were 'just a girl'.
http://www.theguardian.com/warl

d/2 0 14/octl05/h elm ut-koh I-ange Ia-merke I-mikha i1-gorbac hev-new -book

--- begi n KohI extract --"Gorbechev went through the books and had to concede
could not prop up the regime".

1400

that his game was up, and that he

The former German chencellor's verdict on his Soviet counterpart is surprisingly **reserved**.
"Corbechevs legacy is that he called time on Communism. partially against his will. but de facto he
finished it off Without violence. Without bloodshed. Beyond that I am struggling to think of much else
in terms of real legacy. "

1405

The current chancellor Angela Merkel. whom Kohl promoted but who turned against him after a party
funding scandal in 7999. is described in even less flattering terms: "Ms Merkel couldn't even hold her
fork and knife properly. She loitered at state dinners so that I had to repeatedly tell her to pull herself
together. "
1410

---

end Kohl extract ---

A similar situation is unfolding with the German 'republic' State and the 'European
it gets more complicated, hence the 'reserve' of Mr. Kohl:

Union'.

Except

http://www.worldreports.courtofrecord.org.ukledwardharle/the_perestroika_deception

1415

--- Begin Perestroika

Deception

cover ---

Anatoliy Golitsyn follows up the predictive success of his famous work New Lies for old by
authoritatively demonstrating that Mikhail Corbechev's 'Perestroika' prepared the ground for the
Leninist. or deceptive. strategic discontinuity. which materialised with the fake 'disintegration' of the
Soviet Union and 'collapsible Communism '6. Consisting of self-originated Memoranda to the Central
Intelligence Agency. which neglected to take his advice but has since realised that he was 700%
accurate, The Perestroika Deception reveals that the West has allowed itself to be duped by the
continuing Marxist-Leninist World Revolutionaries. who persist with Lenin's project to achieve control
over the entire world. and to install their Luciferian collectivist utopia-on-Earth. This book is also
essential background for new subscribers to Soviet Analyst. An Intelligence Commentary. which focuses
on continuing Soviet strategic deception operations. To subscribe to this intelligence service. press
Soviet Analyst, to which The Perestroika Deception is an indispensable introduction.

1420

1425

--- End Perestroika Deception cover --6

The USSR is now the (European Union' criminal collectivist enterprise

33/46

featuring

'Common Purpose'.

http://www .worldreports .courtofrecord .org. uklnews/9 _cru nch_ time _for_the _banks_and_ the_ crooks

1430

--- Begin extract re Gorbachev --The financial war chest was amassed for geostrategic purposes at the 'end of the Cold War', after
Mikhail Corbechev had received $ 7 a billion via certain American-assisted international financial
transactions. He has since constructed a colossal headquarters campus outside Moscow, with some of
this money.

1435

--- End extract re Gorbachev --http://www.worldreports.courtofrecord.org.uk/news/2

74_sec uritisation_is_l OO_iIlegal_under_u .s._legislation

"GORBACHEV, BUSH, KOHL, ACKERMANN: RACKETEERING PARTNERS IN DEUTSCHE AG."
1440

News recently

re GORBACHEV:

5 Sept 2014:
http://rt.com/pol itics/185308-gorbachev-ukraine-crisis-dialoguel
GORBACHEV: "Leaders of these nations should stop dragging Ukraine into NA TO"
1445

26 Sept2014:
http://www.newkerala.com/news/2014/fullnews-107922.html
--- begi n extract --The last leader of the Soviet Union, Mikhail Corbechev, has lashed out at the US and its President,
Barack Obeme, for describing Russia as one of the major threats to global security and "provoking"
quarrels in Europe.

1450

"The main virus (in the world) is America and its leadership ambitions," Gorbachev told the Russian
News Service radio Friday in response to obama's speech before the UN General Assembly, in which
he termed the Ebole epidemic, Russia and jihadis of the Islamic State (/5) as the world's main threats.
1455

---

end extract ---

http://rt.com/news/line/2014-10-09/#72488
--- Begin "Former Soviet Leader Gorbachev hospitalized" --Former Soviet President and Nobel Peace Prize winner Mikhail Corbechev'
has been hospitalised,
the former leader told the "Russian news service". He said that his health deteriorated on Wednesday
after falling ill a week ago, "but today I am in the hospital. "'Exacerbation'"
···occurred···.
I'm
being monitored, all wires," he said. Gorbachev regrets that because of his illness, he is unable to
follow the Noble Prize week. This summer, Gorbachev spent two weeks in hospital, where he received
vascular treatment as well as undergoing joint rehabilitation.

1460

--- End "Former Soviet Leader Gorbachev hospitalized" --The LORD, Ground of Being, works, 'Mahakali' has heard our concern about the use of Russia this
winter and difficult conditions in Ukraine as a pretext for war.

1465

You know the 'boys'. Thou know the 'European jungle' story that has grown up around thee, which
we have indicated above. What is good and what is bad is always a moment-by-moment application of
the principle of One Being. The 'boys' playing over the course of a century have build a "sand castle"
to quote His Holiness Pope Francis. To become 'men' they have to 'grow up' and 'go straight'. The
boys must be 'mothered' and told that imitating the mentality of the 1919 Treaty of Versailles is
not possible in a time of peace. They can then 'grow up' and call themselves 'men' and discover

1470

7

16 Oct 2014: http://rt.com/news/196632-gorbachev-russia-west-challenges/
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Gorbachev: No tie, grey suit.

YHVH, Ground of Being, That from which existence springs, which is the 'touchstone' to separate what
is right from what is wrong. This is a process where 'grown up' men and women become Gods. "Ye are
Gods". [lohn 10:34, Isaiah 41 :23, etc.] [Isaiah 45:3 "And I will give thee the treasures of darkness, and
hidden riches of secret places, that thou mayest know that I, the LORD, which call thee by thy name,
am the God of Israel."]

1475

In addition to the squabbles in the 'DVD' family, there are the 'Royal Catholic
'convert'. They may fancy themselves 'above' everyone else.

Brotherhood'

to

It is our wish that Your Excellency meet with and provide a copy of this and our other Amicus curizets)
to HRH Franz Bonaventura Adalbert Maria Herzog von Bayern.

1480

Three centuries of 'war' has resulted
Bank of England. France. etc.

from 'banking'.

There will not be 'banking'.

No B15.

All 'assets' are under 'Admiralty Jurisdiction' as a result of 'UCC Mirror Reflection'. Men and women
who 'grow up' must have these 'forgiven'. The process is "Render unto Caesar what belongs to Caesar
and to God what belongs to God".

1485

'Forgiven' is no trivial affair. They must make peace with all warring parties. Then it will be seen
that the guns, battleships, nuclear shells and flying saucers are really a liability. The recent 'scare
them to death' mentality is mirrored back to them. They must think of how to "beat their swords
into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks". There is no 'public' account on which to write
off those liabilities by fraudulent conversion. WHO are 'they' going to 'fight'? "Thee and thy enemy is
the One that I-AM".

1490

'Where' is the Goddess-in-the-sky observed? "Where are you". Who /is/ the observer? This is the
urgent question, for those who have waited for a grand settlement in their favour. "I-AM within thee
and thy enemy". I-AM thy Self who witnesses thy self, the ego, the devilish-collection-of-thoughts,
looking for an enemy to sustain it-self. This grand I-AM is not an extinction of individuality, it is the
Fount of individuality. There is no loss of individuality to be feared, but rather the opposite, by the
grace of YHVH, Ground of Being, thou discover the One that thou art.

1495

Intelligent men and women have to learn to do ratios again, to trade goods for goods. The abundance
of energy from various sources must create wealth. Death-culture must be replaced by life-culture.
'Population control' happens automatically'
when men and women become conscious of WHAT
they have 'incarnated' for. The 'boys' have been led around by Dick and Virginia rather than Christ and
our Immaculate Virgin Mary.

1500

We repeat again, let no one pressure thee, to make thee participate in any game. Thy 'oaths' are void.
Thou art free. Thou know the boys who wish to 'playa game'. Thou must tell them, ""time's up" or
thou shall have to 'sit in a comer'". That 'corner' is Guantanamo Bay.

1505

We send our love to YHVH for thee and all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1510

ttt Begin cumulative

covers to Pope Francis [09 Oct 2014] ttt

Holy Father Francis,
Ave Maria!
Cumulative cover texts sent so far. We have also reached out to His Highness The Aga Khan. The
Prime Minister of India was faxed when in New York. Resulting changes are visible there in the news.

1515

We suggest that Your Holiness invite and open up the 'Synod' to all those we have suggested. Anyone
making a case of 'righteous war' can then have their say. Who are they going to fight?

8

As evidenced by the history of the Quakers

35/46

1520

The 'UK' Catholic Herald is a disgrace. Is Archbishop
'Great Britain', a dangerous idiot?

Antonio Mennini,

former lOR, Nuncio to

We send our love to YHVH for our Holy Fathers, whom, we believe may now be free to travel? Is this
right?
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
1525

Special Master

$$$ Begin cover to U.S. Dept. of State [9 Oct 20141 $$$
Dear Sir or Madam,
1530

Courtesy copy for His Excellency john Kerry and President Obama follows. Kindly forward to His
Excellency john Brennan, etc.
Appendix II is of special interest to Her Excellency Victoria jane Nuland. There won't be any need for
the "1st Amendment". Her Excellency is at liberty in this Court of Record and therefore can speak her
mind.
http://www.news.valen/newslpope-at-santa-marta-what-we-dare-not-hope-for

1535

1540

1545

His Holiness Pope Francis hints at a break through with 'Caesar'. Kindly assist in bringing all this
madness to a speedy close. All intimidation and coercion must end. Kindly assist His Holiness Pope
Francis with any arrests of dangerous idiots in Vatican City State and Rome.
We have suggested the presence of President Putin and former U.S. President George W Bush at they
Synod, together with Israeli and Muslim leaders, for example, His Highness The Aga Khan and the
Grand Imam of AI-Azhar Mosque-University. His All Holiness, BARTHOLOMEW, Archbishop of
Constantinople, New Rome and Ecumenical Patriarch can represent the Eastern Orthodox churches.
The point here is so that free, frank, open discussions can be had where all accusations and grievances
can be cleared.
"I fervently hope that the bell that tolled this morning in honour of this convention may be the
death-knell of all fanaticism, of all persecutions
with the sword or with the 'pen' , and of all
uncharitable feelings between persons wending their way to the same goal."
- Swami Vivekananda
Their Holinesses may wish to travel to see us. Kindly assist.

1550

1555

The document that follows is an arrest warrant for dangerous idiots in government, banks, corporations,
etc., in our lovely Earth. Let us know if you need wax and ribbons.
We have read about the upcoming meeting in Paris. The French corporate "5th Republic" goes the
same way as the u.s. and all corporations and banks - dead! - as it ever was. Dangerous idiots in
Europe and worldwide head to Guantanomo Bay. We can see that Your Excellencies must now have a
long list of merely stupid idiots of various stripes who must be stripped of all credentials. It would be
best to shut down the E.U. 'parliament' quickly. There is no necessity for more obfuscatory
pontificating speeches devoid of meaning. Her Excellency Victoria jane Nuland knows exactly what
we mean. Perhaps the LORD can save His Holiness Pope Francis the trouble.
The world of intelligent men and women needs begin to *think* about the future without the crutch of
'banking' and 'State' coercion. No more persecution by the pen.

1560

We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, for thee and all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master
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1565

/\/\/\

Begin Cover to Israel [9 Oct 2014J /\/\/\

Dear Sir or Madam,

1570

1575

Courtesy copy follows for His Excellency Shimon Peres and Prime Minister Benjamin Netenyahu.
Kindly forward to Grand Rabbis and to all those with 'banking' and 'intellectual property' interests.
Kindly assist His Holiness Pope Francis put the wolves amidst the flock into sheep-dog-in-training
kennels.
We suggest that His Excellency Shimon Peres and the Grand Rabbi of Israel travel to Rome for this
Synod. We would suggest through them that the Synod be conducted in English. We would suggest
that all obscurantist language be dropped. See Appendix II, relevant to the language of the Torah
and the sacrifice God calls upon Abraham to make. AbRAham is not some long dead 'human', he is
thy soul. The sacrifice that thou art called upon to make is of thy ego/personality. It is not 'easy' to do,
it involves an experience of rigour mortis undergone by interior contemplation. See descriptions and
method provided by Ramana Maharishi and Paul Brunton resulting in knowing Life, One, Being,
YHVH.
Yours faithfully,

1580

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

***

Begin cover to 10 Downing

5t [8 Oct 2014J

***

Dear Sir or Madam,
1585

Kindly bring these to the attention of Her Majesty The Queen and the First Lord of the Treasury Rt.
Hon. David Cameron, MP, Prime Minister.
His Holiness

Pope Francis has preached

and acknowledged

our intervention

thus:

http://www.news.valen/newslpope-in-santa-marta-remembering-the-story-of-gods
1590

Pope Francis concluded his homily with an invitation to pray with Psalm 138: " LORD, you have
probed me, you know me: you know when I sit and stand; you understand my thoughts from
afar". "This is to pray, to pray is to remember in God's presence because our story is the story of His
love for us".

1595

We suggest that both President Putin and His Excellency George W Bush, both men of destiny
connected with the lunar eclipse, make a 'surprise' visit to the Synod in Rome. We suggest that the
'British' work with them to provide His Holiness Pope Francis the necessary real executive authority to
arrest the 'wolves' amidst the flock.
It is no secret that competent English astrologers exist and may be present in the Department of
'Astronomy'. Some resources available online and our analysis are in the extract below:
-- begi n extract ---

1600

8th October 2014 is a lunar ecl ipse, an important day for Roman cults. Astrologers will note that the
Sun is in a 'kite' formation with the eclipsed moon conjunct Uranus in a Grand Trine with Mars and
Jupiter.
http://darkstarastrol ogy .com/l unar -ecl ipse-october -201 41
http://www.astro.com/astro-databankiPutin%2C_Vladimir

1605

President Putin, whose birthday is 7th October, is a man of destiny whose presence can supply the
necessary 'electric potential', executive authority and resources, which at His Holiness' pleasure, can
transform the situation to make this winter a warm and cheery one for many many millions of souls.
-- end extract --

1610

We expect that the 'wolves' will want to create a tragedy in Ukraine this winter and draw
President Putin into it. We suggest that all such dangerous idiot wolves are promptly arrested.

37/46

Legal idiots who have called President Putin 'Hitler' - and this unfortunately
includes Prince
Charles, Prince of Wales, are unfit to rule in Earth at this time as they may be dangerous idiots. It is
clear that Prince Charles has been 'clueless' about the English/Scottish unwritten constitution and the
state of the Common Law. If it should so please Her Majesty The Queen, forward a copy of this fax
to His Royal Highness with an update on the non-events in Ukraine and ISIS.

1615

His Royal Highness Prince Charles and the Duchess of Cornwall are scheduled to travel to Columbia.
We are concerned about dangerous idiots who may want to assassinate one or both of them to
create a war environment in 'Britain'.
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, for thee and all men, women and children.
1620

Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

.*.
1625

begin cover text to HRH Grand Duke Henri of Luxembourl:

[6 Oct 20141

.*.

Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring these to the immediate attention of His Royal Highness Grand Duke Henri of
Luxembourg.
Yours faithfully,
joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1630

--- begin cover text to H is Holiness

Pope Francis ---

Holy Father Francis,
Ave Maria!
It is our wish that each of the Bishops gathered there get a copy and get to meet the 'Grey Pope' to
'convert' him to the 'Gospel of Truth'.

1635

We send our love to YHVH, "Our father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name", Ground of Being,
our LORD 'jesus Christ' for thee, the 'Grey Pope', the Bishops and Cardinals gathered there and all
men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,
1640

joseph Ray Sundarsson

17 October

It is reported, "Vladimir Putin paid a late-night visit to his old friend Silvio Berlusconi
official visit to Milan, it emerged on Friday'"',

2014

during an

1645
20 October

2014

It is reported, "Submarine Sought by Sweden Could Belong to Dutch Navy"!", The beast the
Scandinavian countries have been breeding is reacting to recent events. This indicates some dangerous
idiots on the loose.
1650

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas appears beat Up". This Court of Record is
investigating which dangerous idiot is forcing this man who knows our work to incite violence. We
9

www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/vladimir- putin/ 11169499/Vladimir -Putin-pays-late-night -visit-toold-friend-Silvio-Berlusconi.html
10 http://en.ria.ru/military _news/20141020/194324411/ Submarine-Sought -by-Sweden-Could-Belong-to-DutchNavy-Russian.html
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suggest that this dangerous idiot is arrested - our wishes are clearly expressed at the conclusion of the
following record of recent faxes.

1655

ttt Begin cumulative fax notes to Pope Francis [20 Oct 20141 ttt
Holy Father Francis and Benedict XVI,
Ave Maria!
Cumulative courtesy copies are below. In addition we have sent suggestions to Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II whose natal sun is opposite the upcoming solar eclipse.

1660

---

Begin extract re Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II ---

Astrologers say that change of sign of the 'tropical' zodiac degree of Regulus indicates the great shiftthe end of Patriarchy and rule by Force of Arms.
The LORD has hidden this shift from Your Majesty perhaps but it is of great significance: Regulus and
this Solar Eclipse indicate that Your Majesty's reign-in-earth has now begun!
1665

1670

1675

1680

1685

It gets more intense. Your Majesty is about to have a Saturn return. The transiting Saturn and Ceres are
close. Transiting Ceres is trine Your Majesty's natal Uranus. Transiting Uranus trine Your Majesty's
natal moon and square Your Majesty's Pluto-Sirius conjunction. Your Majesty is sure to have
professional astrologers who can assist in interpretation.
http://darkstarastrology.com/solar-eclipse-october-2014/
Oct 2014.

has a good reading of the Solar eclipse of 23

We quote from there: "... This Moon could make us feel very driven, but also enable us to glide to the
top quite silently. Those connected to this eclipse can use this Moon to do **undercover** work.
Nobody notices because of this decans amazing ability to construct a psychic **cloaking** device ....
These days, I rarely add such minor asteroids to the Moon reports, but I feel I must mention these two
because it is quite uncanny that both Scylla and Charybdis fall either side of this Solar Eclipse .... It
looks like an extremely difficult decision needs to be made about love and because Venus is in such a
hot spot, ... "
We quote again from the Solar eclipse reading above, "This solar eclipse calls on us to be sturdy and
robust, like the wood in the keel of Argo the ship. Those plugging into this eclipse carry a great deal of
responsibility to make things right. They have the opportunity to end a cycle of family karma once and
for all. It's not about making the decision that makes the least waves, it's about looking inside and
feeling what is right deep in your gut. **Ignore** the two "monsters" wailing at you from either side,
look straight ahead through the rocks and fix your eyes to the horizon. I like to think of the horoscope
as the steering wheel of a grand schooner, it helps one navigate through the sea of life. Look above and
the stars are your guides. Oh how this metaphor is so appropriate for this Solar Eclipse. Steer wisely!"
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, that Your Majesty is guided from within, to "steer
wisely"!
--- End extract re Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II ---

1690

For Father Benedict XVI, the solar eclipse is opposite His Holiness' natal Chiron, Ceres (Church) trine
natal Mercury-Uranus conjunction, with Mars-conjunct Galactic-Centre square. Transiting Chiron trine
natal Pluto-Sirius conjunction with transiting Uranus square and opposite natal moon, with transiting
Mercury conjunct natal moon.
The 8 Oct 2014 Lunar eclipse was exactly on Father Benedict XVI's moon.

1695

Your Holiness must have competent astrologers for an analysis. There is healing from that Chiron trine
Pluto-Sirius for Father Benedict XVI's generation. The Uranus square gives the energy of a sudden
lightning change. We suggest that Father Benedict XVItake this in prayer and contemplation to decide
11

http://www.jpost.com/Arab- Israeli -Conflict/ Abbas-adds- hard-labor-to- punishment -for-Palestinians-w hosell-land -to-hostile-countries- 3793 50
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1700

His Holiness' choice. Should His Holiness decide to travel, then where we are is a neutral location
although they got on famously in Scotland. We suggest directly coordinating with Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth [II]. No one is getting any younger.

1705

For Father Francis, Mars has gone by Sun conjunct Galactic
conjunct natal Mercury - no surprise there. Chiron entering
one of the Zuben stars in Libra (healing is enhanced) about
Ceres trine natal Pluto. Transiting Jupiter sextile natal Mars
conjunct natal Mars.

center. The hectic Synod. Transiting pluto
sixth house at the eclipse trine Sirius and
to conjunct Saturn (The Law). Transiting
(close to Spica). Transiting Mercury about to

Looking in the sky is one thing, looking within is better. We suggest that thou check in Our Lady salus
populi Romani for guidance. We suggest that His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI give Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II a call. We send our love to Our Lady salus populi Romani that She may help thee all from
within to "steer wisely"! The Barque of Peter is a Big Ship!
1710

Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1715

p.s. One last look at astrology: Christine Lagarde. Transiting Pluto conjunct natal Sun explains a lot.
Eclipse (Sun-Moon-Venus) conjunct natal Pluto. Transiting Mars (conjunct Gal center) trine natal
Moon-Pluto-Regulus-Jupiter.
IMF/ESF requires guidance. We would like to meet her as a priority.

$$$ Begin cumulative courtesy copy to 'U.s. D.oS

[19 Oct 2014]

$$$

Dear John Kerry,
1720

It is our wish that Your Excellency inform all commanders of the Unified Combatant Command, JCS,
U.s. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard, CIA, DNI, USDC, SCOTUS, Homeland, Senate, Congress etc. that a time
of peace is at hand. Dangerous idiots who do not stand down are to be arrested (see below).
It is our wish that Your Excellency assist Her Majesty The Queen and Chancellor Angela Merkel to
identify and arrest dangerous idiots. Your Excellency should have the short list for USA.

1725

1730

Your Excellency has a Venus return shortly after the eclipse. The transiting Venus
Your Excellency's natal Ceres and the star Formhault on 26 October which would
healing the Church (all men, women and children). Your Excellency's birthday is
significant day marking the start of a significant year as thou shall see clearly with
thy eyes.

conjunct Sun is trine
be a good day for
likely to be a
the good of all before

The universe is in thee, not thee 'in' the universe. It is thy Being (YHVH) that gives the external universe
appearance 'full, substantial' Reality. This is why 'Astrology' has meaning. We suggest the help of a
competent astrologer to assist with making peace between nations and people. Robert Hand is one
such competent American astrologer whose books we have read.
http://www.astro.com/people/hand_e.htm

1735

The dissolution of the U.S. means that Your Excellency is a 'minister at large' on behalf of 'God'. Use
all the spiritual tools available. Astrology is one such tool that gives man a more impersonal
interpretation of events. A competent astrologer can cut through a thicket of lies.
We suggest that Your Excellency visit His Holiness Pope Francis and His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI.
We send our love to YHVH for thee.
Yours faithfully,

1740

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

%%% Begin cumulative courtesy copy to 'Germany'

[19 Oct 2014] %%%

Dear Sir or Madam,
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1745

Courtesy copy below for His Excellency Frank Walter-Steinmeier
http://en.radiovaticana.valnews/2014/1
ul_vi/1108952

1750

and Chancellor Angela Merkel.

0/19/at_closing_mass_for_the_synod_pope_francis_beatifies_pa

The remarks of His Holiness Pope Francis reflect receipt of what is below and readiness to
proceed with, "Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to Cod the things that are
God's" (Mt 22 :21).
The Solar Eclipse is directly connected to Her Majesty The Queen who has some significant decisions
as a result.

1755

1760

For Chancellor Merkel, it is connected to her natal Mars in the Scorpion's tail as she has her Mars
return. The eclipse is close to her Saturn (The Law) - the eclipse and subsequent days will make God's
Law very clear. Her Excellency'S natal Jupiter is conjunct Sirius (the dark deeds of the past century are
very visible to Her Excellency). Her Excellency will know who the dangerous idiots to arrest in
Germany (and Switzerland and Europe) are. We suggest that Her Excellency visit Her Majesty The
Queen bypassing all the usual official idiots playing games so that assistance for arrests of dangerous
idiots who do not stand down can be provided directly.
See: http://darkstarastrology.com/solar-eclipse-october-2014/
We send our love to YHVH, Ground of Being, that Her Excellency is guided from within, to "steer
wisely"!
Yours faithfully,

1765

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ititit Begin cumulative courtesy copy to 'Israel' [18 Oct 2014J ititit

Dear Sir or Madam,
1770

Courtesy copy below for His Excellency Shimon Peres and Prime Minister Benjamin Netenyahu.
Mahakali (YHVH in action) asks us, "what says thou, 0 Rabbi", to such 'men"':
http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/letter-to-the-senior-rabbi-who-came-ouV
Kindly pass this on to the Grand Rabbi of Israel and Former Chief Rabbi Baron Sir Dr. Jonathan Henry
Lord Sacks, whose writings we follow, for their contemplation.

1775

We send our love to YHVH for all of thee.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1780

/\/\/\ Begin fax to 10 Downing Street [18 Oct 2014J /\/\/\
Dear Sir or Madam,
Courtesy copy for Her Majesty The Queen and First Lord of the Treasury Rt. Hon. David Cameron MP.
1785

We suggest that a copy be forwarded urgently via British diplomatic channels to His Holiness as their
fax machine is off this evening.
We suggest that His Holiness is assisted to implement preventive custody of dangerous idiots across
Europe. The capability for the creation of such a list does not exist at the Vatican. GCHQ must have
12 Since this letter, http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/molester-rabbi-mad-libs/
has appeared. It purports to be
funny and quietly sets up Patriarchy or rather a 'Rabbinate-hood' as an idol to replace God.
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timely information. Can someone confirm via The Telegraph when arrests take place.
Communicating
1790

by 'telepathy', fax and animal stories is getting ridiculous.

We send our love to YHVH for Her Majesty The Queen and all men, women and children,
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

1795

ttt Begin fax notes to Pope Francis [18 Oct 2014J ttt
Holy Father Francis,
Ave Maria!

1800

Creepy snakes, once disguised as creepers are falling out of the tree as Mahakali chased the Grey
dinosaur behind the chain-link fence. The sting in the Scorpion's tail on Mahakali's Crown is Red Hot
as She contemplates Justice and the Rule of Law tonight.
Has someone changed all the locks and keys, especially on the chain-link fence?
When Saturn's Law advances and makes 'arrests', 'dead man switches'
result may be Uranian fire and sequence, or in a word, 'Kristallnacht'.

are activated.

The

Echoing the words of the Cardinal Secretary of State, we have heard:
1805

http://www.telegraph.co.uklnews/pol
iticsldavid-cameron/111
European-Union-says-Phi lip-Hammond .html

69431 IBritain-is-1 ighti ng-a-fire-under -the-

but he is just a 'talking head' and has no matches.
16 Oct 2014: http://rt.com/news/196632-gorbachev-russia-west-challengesl
suit. He is learning the language of Christ.
1810

Gorbachev: No tie, grey

Your Holiness has indicated some surprise 'conversions' but the common mistake is to imagine that
conversion of one man converts the 'company' of men that he may purport to head.
'He who does not gather with me scatters.' as Your Holiness has quoted our LORD. This process
has begun with the 'College of Cardinals'. Most of them may not have matches, but there may be
dangerous wolves in the 'flock', death worshippers, who are looking for men with matches.

1815

The Protestants are playing 'hit wicket' as their strategy in cricket and the Catholics writing or having
articles about them posted at the Catholic Herald are playing 'body line bowling' - at their own
captain. Ask the cricket expert, Cardinal Pell, to explain this letter.
If the Bishops and Cardinals do not get a copy of our last letter with fax notes as their home work, bid
them 'au revoir'.

1820

The various part of the [Calabrian/Ndranghetal
http://www.stuff.co.nzientertainment/books/1

Mafia:
0615012IMafia-hunter-Roberto-Saviano-l-m-a-monster

https:llen. wi kiped ia.orglwi ki/Capo _d i_tutti_ cap i
https:llen.wikipedia.orglwiki/Mogilevich
1825

1830

all need help. There is no 'wealth'
financial warfare machine.

in cocaine.

They have been 'used' as a 'condom' by the IMF/ESF

Your Holiness must do as Kings do. Dangerous-idiots
must be arrested. Locks changed.
Dysfunctional legal-corporate-bodies dissolved. The Cardinal Secretary of State, Nuncios and Cardinals
are stripped of their power and all their signatures are VOID. They must be intormed". Those legal
idiots con motu proprio must be informed that their opinion makes no difference, there won't be any
'banking'. Those promoting 'credit unions' and 'town councils' in the back room are to be asked, 'art
thou a dangerous idiot?', which is to say, 'do ye wish to go to jail?'.
13 en.radiovaticana.va/

news /2014/10/20/

pope _francis _middle_east _without_christians _unthinkabley l I 08997
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1835

The 'gradualism' part: dangerous idiots can sober up and reflect on their life while 'arrested'. Merely
stupid idiots can take their cash home and have their year to reflect. "How many people have I fed",
"How much more food has been grown by my actions?", "How many real-markets have I created?".
These men gathered there are not even civil priests let alone Knowers-Of-The-LORD, YHVH, Ground
of Being, Our LORD Jesus Christ. They can begin to spend time in a closet, a small room, to pray, fast
and deny themselves.
Pagans pig out:

1840

http://www.catholicherald.co.uklnewsl201
engl ish-and-welsh-bishopsl

4/1 Oil

6!cathol ics-perm itted-to-eat-meat -on-boxi ng-day-say-

With the 'Jewish' Rabbis, the story is the same. However that is a different letter for another day.

1845

Authority is given, to those whose competence
it is, to use necessary force to arrest dangerous
idiots, to dissolve corporate bodies, to shut down warfare of any sort - including but not limited
to: psychological, biological, chemical, nuclear, conventional, electro-magnetic (via cell towers, for
example), weather, earthquake, chem-trail, forced migration, financial, 'war on drugs', 'war on terror',
'national/state emergency', etc.
There is NO AUTHORITY to ask any civilians for papers anywhere. Necessary force is
authorised to arrest all dangerous idiots who use Ipapieren bitte! or 'papers please'.

1850

1855

1860

1865

No western government needs papers when everyone is self-tagged with a cell phone and there are
cameras on every corner. http://www.timesofisrael.com/crime-fighting-Iondon-jews-provide-model-formuslim-cooperationl is an example of those who have successfully used being vulnerable as their
protection. "Their doors are open all the time, so anyone who wants can walk and do what they want,
chuck in a firebomb". See our earlier note commending English policy regarding nuclear safety.
There is NO AUTHORITY for 'sanctions' on any 'country', for example, 'Iran'. There is NO
AUTHORITY to inflict or pretend-to-cure
and then 'quarantine'
any country, state, city for
purported-or-real
medical emergency, Ebola for example. The list of idiots from the recent Ebola
'honeypot' must be sharnefu I.
All navies and coast guards are informed that there is no authority for the ongoing ship-scuttle
operation. Any commander of such a warship and his on-shore head-of-military is a dangerous idiot.
U.S. Coast Guard and U.S. Navy take notice.
Necessary force is authorised to shoot dead= any dangerous idiot who does not 'stand down',
for example, at the head of any attempted' Kristallnacht' operation, those instigating race or
religious riots, those instigating 'colour revolutions', those instigating forced migration, those sinking
boats or hijacking/shooting civilian planes and those using 'papers please' or enforcing 'quarantine'.
Careful analysis of our instructions reveal that dangerous idiots are to be mercifully arrested, deadly
force necessary's when all else fails or they conduct themselves as such. Any 'priest' or 'sacrifice
celebrant' anywhere found sacrificing children 16 is such a dangerous idiot subject to these
terms WITH PREJUDICE. All those with such a history are to be hunted down, arrested and sent to
14 They have themselves indicated acceptance of these terms by stealing gold from others by U.C.C.commercial
warfare,

allowing their (representatives'

to legislate (jungle warfare'

and legislative-extortion

(1919 Treaty of

Versailles, U.C.C.,bank-extortion, etc.), where western society and priests have degenerated to worshipping
snakes, crocodiles, etc., and behaving like pedo-penguins and cannibals (what then is 'child sacrifice' or a
holocaust - worse than cannibals)?
Ancient time-lines can be seen again, at one time jungle tribes featuring
'hunters' were civilised by the first prophet; modern hunter-gathers
of the concrete jungles who celebrate

having re-discovered "Newton's law of to-and-fro motion" must be civilised once again.

Matthew 26:52... for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword.
15

'ucc mirror

reflection' requires no 'religious faith',just

'human' reasoning capabilities.

When men prove they

cannot think and decide that they can 'seize power' and behave like savage animals, the golden rule applies.

16 Matthew 18:6But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone

were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea.
Matthew 18:10 Take heed that ye despise not one of these little ones; for I say unto you, That in heaven their angels do
always behold the face of my Father which is in heaven.
43/46

1870

Guantanamo
Bay. Those who qualify as past-or-present
Rome are the only exceptions at this time.

King, Queen, their consorts, or Bishop of

Your Holiness must already be aware of the Unified Combatant Command (UCC) which advertises in
its acronym that careful thought has been given to creating the universe in which legal idiots who have
stolen by Uniform Commercial Code kill each other by 'war' or 'jungle warfare'. These authorities
advertise their competence and are now given their orders to complete their 'mission'.
1875

We send our love to YHVH, Our Father of Fathomless Mercy for His Children, to show His mercy and
reveal the Good News, the 'Gospel of Truth', the Gospel of our LORD, 'Jesus Christ' to all men,
women and children.
Yours faithfully,

1880

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

ttt End fax notes to Pope Francis [18 Oct 2014] ttt
We shall record our intervention on the false-front debate about communion and "gay" rights when
this is appropriate. "Mercy is neither do-goodery nor weakness':" as the Synod's Special Secretary said,
is a good summary.
1885

From France, we have heard, that 'they', who are 'up there', are playing, "Ie jeu des chaises musicales",
with some chairs in heaven". Which clan, or who is murdering who and why, becomes an obsessive
question in a country that has repeatedly sold out and 'sacrificed' its own and other people. Having
lived like certified idiots since the 1919 Treaty of Versailles", French recipients of this and our other
letters have a special duty to inform their fellows of righteousness and Truth.

1890

"Bank of England Governor promises 'thorough, independent review' after Real Time Gross
Settlement payment system, which processes £277bn a day, resumes operations after being down for 10
hours'?", The 'writing is on the wall', lit by a sun beam:
Three centuries of 'war' has resulted
Bank of England, France, etc.

from 'banking'.

There will not be 'banking'.

No BIS,

1895

Section Four: The Scottish Referendum
[This section marks the start of the original contemplation,

draft vO.lI, for Your Majesty]
19 Sept 2014

1900

1905

The result of the referendum is not 'YES' or 'NO'; it is that many illusions have been shattered on the
Rock o[Reality, the consciousness of many have been raised to begin to comprehend the real problem,
one that faces every age.
Swami Vivekananda remarked that if Indians took up politics rather than devotion to God, India
would die. The truth is demonstrated in 'Great Britain'. Despite the on-cue doubts" of the Archbishop
of Canterbury Justin Welby, the Grace of God has intervened so many times and so many worse
outcomes have been 'cut off from the tree of manifestation. The LORDhas confirmed once more that

17
18
19
20
21

Matthew 18:11For the Son of man is come to save that which was lost.
Matthew 18:14Even so it is not the will ofyour Father which is in heaven, that one of these little ones should perish.
http://vaticaninsider .1astampa.it/ en/the-vatican/ detail! articolo/ sinodo-famiglia- 37057/
www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/
russia/ 11176046/ Chief-executive-o f-Total- killed- in-Moscowplane-crash.html
www.courtofrecord.org/archive/keynes/The_Economic _Consequences _of the _Peace
www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/bank-of-england/11174071 /UK -bank-payment -system -goes-offline.html
www.theguardian.com/uk -news /2014/ sep/ 18/ archbishop-canterbury-doubt -god-existence-welby
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'politics' is not a solution to governance of the Vineyard of our LORD. The LORDhas shown how loving
contemplation ofYHVH, Ground of Being, changes the outcome - not of the political choice, but of the
consciousness of living men and women.
1910

1915

1920

The 'worse outcomes' are visible to those who have held the 'snakes' and 'wolves' at bay - showing us
that First Lord of the Treasury Rt. Hon. David Cameron MP, Prime Minister, is a 'strong' leader,
whatever lunatics and idiots may say. The 'grey' suits and ties, the nervous hand gestures of'solidarity',
the conduct of an election like a fire drill, images shown of launching underwater missiles, made for
visible fear and loathing during this entire process. Militant French hens" have flown over Iraq in "its
first attack against the Islamic State (IS)jihadist group", marked by two puffs of grey smoke".
California burns: "The blaze - known as the 'King' - is the biggest of 11 fires, in what officials describe as
the worst wildfire season on record'?'. All this too unfolds the 'will' of the LORDand delays and denies
the inheritance oflegal infants before the LORD.
The early Scottish Presbyterian church 'reform' placed the governance of the Presbyterian church in
committee, which through the Acts of Union 1707 became binding on the church of England, which led
to Queen Anne placing the position of Lord High Treasurer into a Commission under the Great Seal in
1714, where it has remained ever since, resulting in major wars on every 100 year anniversary. The
Roman Catholic church fares no better with priests held hostage by Caesar hiding in a withered 'grey'
Roman fig tree, the result of Regimini militantis Ecclesiae.

Matthew 21:19 And when he saw a fig tree in the way, he came to it, and found nothing thereon, but
leaves only, and said unto it, Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward for ever. And presently the fig tree
withered away.

192 5

21:20And when the disciples saw it, they marvelled, saying, How soon is the fig tree withered away!
A 'Jewish' politician, appears to have discovered the shocking reality of 'God's Law' in action, marked
by the resignation of the Minister of Interior Gideon Sa'ar:
1930

Sa'ar, who has been described as a favourite in the battle to eventually succeed Netanyahu as Likud
chairman, said he will leave the Knesset after the Jewish High Holidays, several weeks from now.
Times of Israel'S

1935

'shylock' has been in the news, resulting in a "teaching opportunity':" for those
egos offended by the comparison. Devotion to YHVH, Ground of Being, is the sacrifice
- all identification with caste, creed, religion, language, country, body and so on, fall
teaching of Christ Jesus on the Cross, paid with His life that those who love Him, One
of Being, may live in Holy Peace.

who find their
of egoistic identity
away. This is the
with YHVH, Ground

Conclusion
1940

We have suggested a meeting with IMF Director Christine Lagarde in our notes to His Holiness Pope
Francis. Intelligent, competent programmers and engineers have to be set to work to create trade that
does not involve fraud.

Without llfing, no-thing can exi§.t. There is only Being, YHVH. Being is One. Trade law of real goods
can be derived from the above. By the grace ofYHVH, One Being, may all men, women and children live
in peace.
1945

Where is 'jesus Christ' ?
Gospel of Saint john 10:30 I and My Father are One
22 www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/francois-hollande/
11092541/ Cheap-dentists-are-as- rare-as- hensteeth.html
23 en.ria.ru/world/ 20140919/193086161/F rench-Aircraft -Strike-Islamic-State- Facilities- in-Iraq-TV.html
24 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-29275098
25 www.timesofisrael.com/pm
26

-says- he-res pccts-top- ministers-decision-to-resign/

www.timesofisrael.com/biden-says-shylock-remark-a-poor-choice-of-words/
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Contemplation

of Being, YHVH, One, our LORDJesus Christ, is not personality worship.

M.: The ultimate Truth is so simple. It is nothing more than being in the pristine state. This is all
that need be said.
1950

Still, it is a wonder that to teach this simple Truth there should come into being so many religions,
creeds, methods and disputes among them and so on! Oh the pity! Oh the pity!
Maj. Chadwick: But people will not be content with simplicity; they want complexity.

1955

M.: Quite so. Because they want something elaborate and attractive and puzzling, so many religions
have come into existence and each of them is so complex and each creed in each rei igion has its
own adherents and antagonists.

1960

For example, an ordinary Christian will not be satisfied unless he is told that God is somewhere in
the far-off Heavens not to be reached by us unaided. Christ alone knew Him and Christ alone can
guide us. Worship Christ and be saved. If told the simple truth - "The Kingdom of Heaven is
within you" - he is not satisfied and will read complex and far-fetched meanings in such
statements. Mature minds alone can grasp the simple Truth in all its nakedness.
Talks with Sri Ramana Maharishi, page 94.

1965

The only permanent thing is Reality; and that is the Self. You say "I am", "I am going", "I am
speaking", "I am working", etc. Hyphenate "I am" in all of them. Thus I - AM. That is the abiding
and fundamental Reality. This truth was taught by God to Moses: "I AM that I-AM". "Be still and
know that I-AM God." so "I-AM" is God [lswaral.
Talks with Sri Ramana Maharishi, page 504.

1970

Europe is in search of a Teflon coated 'Superman' or some star devouring Black-Hole to worship or
imitate, yet the man who re-discovers "Being in the pristine state" re-discovers that 'soul' or 'Self
which is non-distinct from Being, who Is within, is non-local. "Jesus Christ is everywhere", to quote His
Holiness Pope Francis.
D.: It is said that Divine Grace is necessary to attain successful undistracted mind (samadhi).
Is that so?
M.: We are God (lswara). Iswara Orishti (i.e., seeing ourselves as God) is itself Divine Grace. So we
need Divine Grace to get God's Grace.

1975

Maharshi smiles and all devotees laugh together.
D.: There is also Divine Favour (lswara anugraham) as distinct from Divine Grace (lswara
prasadam). Is that so?
M.: The thought of God is Divine Favour! He is by nature Grace (prasad or eruh. It is by God's
Grace that you think of God.

1980

Talks with Sri Ramana Maharishi, page 34.
We send our love to YHVH, One, Being, for Your Majesty and all men, women and children.
Yours faithfully,

JQSe-ph ~
1985

~£IM

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
+41435081447
+441234816393
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Uni Potsdam / PIK
cc:
cc:
cc:
cc:

His Holiness Pope Francis
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Chancellor Angela Merkel
Deutscher Bundestag

15 June 2015
Dear Sir or Madam,
Kindly bring these faxes to the attention of Prof. Hans Joachim "John" Schellnhuber and all faculty
at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research (PIK) whom we are investigating for fraud.
We remind you of your unlimited substantial personal liability before this Court of Record and that
there is no Sovereign immunity of any sort.
We suggest that all electronic and paper correspondence of Prof. Schellnhuber / PIK, call records,
etc., are archived for investigation.
We suggest that you contact Chancellor Angela Merkel to take suitable steps to bring the truth into
the public domain.
Yours faithfully,
Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master

